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Abstract

This dissertation presents a novel approach to soft decision decoding for binary linear

block codes. The basic idea of this approach is to achieve a desired error performance

progressively in a number of stages. For each decoding stage, the error performance

is tighly bounded and the decoding is terminated at the stage where either near

optimum error performance or a desired level of error performance is achieved. As a

result, more flexibility in the trade-off between performance and decoding complexity

is provided. The proposed decoding is based on the reordering of the received symbols

according to their reliability measure. In the dissertation, we evaluate the statistics of

the noise after ordering. Based on these statistics, we derive two monotonic properties

which dictate the reprocessing strategy. Each codeword is decoded in two steps: (1)

hard-decision decoding based on reliability information and (2) reprocessing of the

hard-decision decoded codeword in successive stages until the desired performance is

achieved. The reprocessing is based on the monotonic properties of the ordering and is

carried out using a cost function. A new resource test tighly related to the reprocessing

strategy is introduced to reduce the number of computations for each reprocessing

stage. For short codes of lengths N :::; 32 or medium codes with 32 < N :::; 64

with rate R ;::: 0.6, near-optimum bit error performance is achieved in two stages of

reprocessing with at most a computation complexity of 0(1(2) constructed codewords,

where I( is the dimension of the code. For longer codes, three or more reprocessing

stages are required to achieve near-optimum decoding. However, most of the coding

gain is obtained within the first two reprocessing stages for error performances of

practical interest. The proposed decoding algorithm applies to any binary linear
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code, does not require any data storage and is well suitable for parallel processing.

Furthermore, the maximum number of computations required at each reprocessing

stage is fixed, which prevents buffer overflow at low SNR. Further reductions of the

number of computations based on probabilistic or decomposable properties of the

code considered are also investigated. The generalization of the algorithm to other

channels is discussed. Finally, the discrete time channel associated with the AWGN

model after ordering is greatly simplified. This simplification allows an important

reduction of the number of computations required to evaluate the theoretical error

performance of any algorithm based on a partial or total ordering.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Channel Coding

In 1948, Shannon provided a mathematical model to represent any digital communi

cation system [1, 2] and established a theoretical limit to protect a digital stream of

information against transmission errors that randomly corrupt a message between the

transmitting and the receiving ends. Based on his theory, many researchers rapidly

found practical solutions, referred to as error-correcting codes.

Error-correcting codes are divided into two distinct categories: block codes and

convolutional codes. Both types of codes rely on the same principle of encoding K

information bits into N transmitted bits (N > 1<). However, their processing method

is different. A block code encodes each block of K bits independently while for a con

volutional code, each encoded block depends not only on the present message block,

but also on the previous 111 blocks,

In practice, the choice of a code is dictated by two major parameters, its per

formance and its decoding complexity. Therefore, while the two categories achieve

similar coding gains for a given rate [{IN, convolutional codes have been mostly

implemented since their decoding is simpler. The same decoding algorithm, known

as the Viterbi Algorithm (VA), can be applied for both Hard-Decision (HD) and

Soft-Decision (SD) Maximum Likelihood Decoding (MLD) decoding of convolutional

1



codes. For comparable decoding complexities, efficient HD decoding algorithms of

block codes have been devised, based on the algebraic structure of the considered

family of codes. However, up to recently, no efficient MLD algorithm for block codes

had been found, except for particular codes of small dimension, such as the (24,12,8)

Golay code. Practical MLD algorithms for block codes should make the application

of these codes more competitive.

1.2 Maximum-Likelihood-Decoding of Linear Bi
nary Block Codes

The brute force approach to MLD of a binary linear (N,I() block code requires the

computation of 2/{ conditional probabilities (or equivalently Euclidean distances from

the received sequence for the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel). This

method rapidly becomes too complex to be implemented and more effective methods

are therefore needed. If a code possesses a trellis structure, the Viterbi decoding

algorithm can be applied to reduce the number of computations. Although all linear

block codes have a trellis structure [3], the number of states and the branch com

plexity become prohibitively large for long codes and the Viterbi decoding becomes

impractical. Consequently, other efficient algorithms are needed to achieve optimum

or near optimum decoding.

Maximum likelihood decoding of block codes has been investigated by many cod

ing theorists; a detailed bibliography of contributions in this area can be found in [4].

Most of the early works trade off the optimal performance for reducing the decoding

complexity. In Generalized Minimum Distance (GMD) decoding [.5], Forney uses an

algebraic decoder to produce a list of codeword candidates. This list is determined

from the reliability measures of the symbols within each received block. For each can-

didate, a test is then performed, wit.h respect to a sufficient. condition for optimality.

2



The most likely candidate is chosen as decoded codeword. Following the same idea,

Chase provided an algorithm where a fixed number of the error patterns correspond

ing to certain least reliable bits are systematically searched [6]. For this algorithm, the

maximum number of codewords considered and the error performance depend on the

set of tested positions. Chase's algorithm has then been modified to allow the search

only on positions corresponding to reliabilities less than a predetermined threshold [7].

For a given set of positions, the error performance depends also on the choice of the

threshold, while the maximum number of computations depends on both the choice

of the threshold and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). These algorithms suffer a slight

degradation in performance when used with codes of small dimension, but the gap

in error performance with respect to MLD increases with the dimension of the code.

Recently, an optimum MLD algorithm based on the same idea was proposed [8]. No

limitation of the search space is imposed at the beginning of the algorithm, but at

each iteration, a new powerful sufficient condition for optimality is tested. After this

test, the search space for the optimum codeword is reduced, up to convergence to

a unique solution. Due to the effectiveness of its associated stopping criterion, this

optimum algorithm improve the computational complexities of [6, 7] for short codes.

However, the complexity of this new algorithm still increases exponentially with the

dimension of the code.

Another proposed technique is to perform syndrome decoding on the received se

quence and then, use the syndrome information to modify and improve the original

hard decision decoding. This method was introduced in [9], where one of the de

vised schemes also orders the information bits according to their reliability measures

to guide the search of the most likely codeword. Using the same general algorithm,

different search schemes, based 011 binary trees and graphs were presented in [10J.

However, the methods presented in [9, 10] require that N - J( be relatively small



because the search is carried out over most of the column patterns of the parity check

matrix of the code. For very high rate codes, an efficient method to reduce the search

space of [9] was presented in [11]. For a particular code, a predetermined necessary

and sufficient list of error patterns is established, based on both the parity check ma

trix of the code and only a partial ordering of the reliability measures. However, the

technique becomes rapidly impractical whenever N - J( exceeds 8. Also, not many

general conditions on the survivor error patterns which are valid for any codes can

be derived [12].

Other methods take advantage of the decomposable structure of certain codes to

reduce the overall complexity of trellis decoding [4, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Nevertheless,

the trellis complexity stilI grows exponentially with the dimension of any sequence

of good codes [18]. To maintain the number of computations manageable, many

suboptimal multi-stage decodings based on the trellis structure have also been de

vised [19, 20, 21].

Most recently, an optimum algorithm, generalizing an artificial intelligence tech

nique (Dijkstra's algorithm) has been presented [22]. This algorithm first re-orders

the received symbols according to their confidence values and then performs a tree

search similar to sequential decoding. The search is guided by a cost function which

not only evaluates the present cost of the extended path in the tree, but also esti

mates its future contributions, allowing a significant reduction of the search space.

This algorithm allows optimal decoding of long block codes efficiently for high SNR's.

However, for large code lengths, the worst case performance may require both nu

merous computa.tions and very large memory for low to medium SNR's. Another

drawback is the dependency of the cost function on the weight distribution of the

code, which may remain unknown. A suboptimum version of this algorithm has also



been devised where the maximum number of codeword candidates is limited by a

threshold [23].

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

Even though many of the above methods reorder the received sequence with respect

to the symbol reliability measures, the statistics of the noise after ordering have not

been computed. In this thesis, we determine these statistics; they allow one to analyze

the error performance of any decoding scheme with a total or partial reordering of the

received symbols. Based on these statistics, different efficient soft decision decoding

algorithms are then devised and analyzed.

In Chapter 2, we introduce the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel

model. We then describe the sequence ordering based on reliability information and

present a HD decoding of the ordered sequence. This decoding is not new and is for

instance used in [22]. However, we discuss how it relates to MLD and how to further

exploit the ordering, based on the obtained codeword.

To this end, we derive the statistics of the noise after ordering in Chapter 3. From

these statistics, monotonic properties of the error probability associated with each or

dered symbol are derived. The efficiencyof the proposed decoding algorithm strongly

relies on these properties. Other immediate properties related to each ordered bit are

also presented.

An algorithm exploiting the symbol ordering is described and a.nalyzed in Chap

ter 4. Preserving the decoding optimality may result in many unnecessary searches

or computations, &'3 seen in optimum decoding methods presented in Section 1.2. In

this chapter, a different approach is proposed. For a given range of bit error rates

(HER), we simply guarantee the error performance associated with MLn. Therefore

there exist two events for which the delivered codeword differs [rom the optimum



MLD codeword. First, the MLD codeword is correct and the decoded codeword is

in error, but this event is sufficiently rare so that the optimum error performance

is not significantly degraded. Second, both are in error, in which case no further

degradation occurs. The algorithm is not optimal, but from a practical point of view,

no difference in error performance is observed with respect to MLD, while many un

necessary computations are saved. Whenever optimality is negligibly degraded, we

refer the obtained error performance as practically optimum, for the specified

BER. The proposed algorithm consists of three steps: (1) reordering of the symbols

of each received sequence based on their reliability as in described in Chapter 2. (2)

hard decision decoding of the reordered received sequence which provides a codeword

expected to have as few information bits in error as possible; and (3) reprocessing and

improving the hard decision decoding progressively in stages until the optimal error

performance or a desired error performance is achieved. These reprocessing stages

follow directly from the statistics of the noise after ordering, and the corresponding

algorithm is very straightforward. We also develope a sufficient condition to recognize

the ML codeword and stop the algorithm. Since the reprocessing of the algorithm

follows the monotonic properties of the error probability associated with the ordered

symbols, the effectiveness of the sufficient condition increases at each step. A rapid

convergence to the 1'1L codeword is observed in most of the cases, resulting in a

very low computational cost on average. Another feature of the algorithm is that

after each reprocessing stage, we can tightly bound the error performance achieved

based on the ordered statistics. This allows us to determine the number of repro

cessing stages needed for a given code and evaluate precisely the maximum number

of computations required for the worst case. This last fact is important since many

optimum or suboptimum decoding algorithms, despite performing with low computa

tional cost on average, possess a worst case computation cost which is extremely high



and very difficult to evaluate exactly, such as the algorithms of [8, 22]. Furthermore,

the proposed algorithm does not require the storage of survivors or many candidate

codewords for the final decision. Simulation results on some well known codes of

lengths up to 128 confirm our analysis. In this chapter, we finally show that our

algorithm can be equivalently equivalent application in the dual space of the code.

In Chapter 5, different methods to further reduce the number of computations

required by the algorithm are discussed. We first present additional tests which pre

serve the error performance. Then, the improvements and the limitations of threshold

tests based on probabilistic information are discussed. Finally, both the optimum and

the multi-stage adaptations of our algorithm to decomposable codes is presented.

Chapter 6 generalizes the results of the AWGN channel to other channel models.

We derived the statistics of the noise after ordering for the Raleigh fading channel

and apply the same decoding algorithm to this channel. Results similar to those for

the AWGN model are obtained and confirmed by simulation results.

Chapter 7 constitutes the second important theoretical contribution of this thesis.

We first derive a closed form approximation of the probability of error associated with

each position after ordering. We then show that despite the fact that the random vari

ables representing the noise after ordering are not independent, the error probability

associated with each subset of positions behave as if they were, for a long enough

sequence. Using this property, we approximate the 2N -state fully connected ordered

channel model with N parallel 2-state fully connected Binary Symmetric Channels

(BSC), for an ordered sequence of length N. We finally show that as N increases, the

capacity of the discrete ordered channel converges to the capacity of the continuous

Gaussian channel for BPSK transmission.

The different models using reliability information are illustrated in Chapter 8

by simple modifications of the conventional Majority-Logic-Decoding of Reed-Muller

7



codes. All proposed schemes achieve significant coding gain over conventional Majority

Logic-Decoding at the expense of slightly more computational complexity.

Finally, the main contributions of the thesis, as well as the directions for future

research are exposed in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2

Hard Decision Decoding

and Reliability Informations

2.1 Channel Model

Figure 2.1 describes the channel model used in the main part of this thesis. Suppose

an (N, J(, dH ) binary linear code C with generator matrix G and minimum Hamming

distance dn is used for error control over the AWGN channel. Let c = (CI' Cz, ... , CN)

be a codeword in C. For BPSK transmission, the codeword c is mapped into the

bipolar sequence x = (XI,XZ,''',XN) with Xi = (-1)ci E {±1}. After transmission,

the received sequence at the output of the matched filter in the demodulator is F =

(rt, rz, ... , rN) with rt = Xi + Wi, where Wi is a statistically independent Gaussia.n

random variable with zero mean and variance No/2. Each received noisy block is

decoded independently at the receiving end. The decoder may either be an algebraic

decoder which considers the liD of the received sequence F, or a soft decision decoder

working directly on F.

!)
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2.2 Hard Decision Decoding Based on Reliability
Information

2.2.1 Decoding process

If a hard decision is performed on each r, independently, the natural choice for measure

of reliability is I rj I since for bipolar signaling, this value is proportional to the log

likelihood ratio associated with the symbol hard decision. The decoding begins with

reordering the components of the received sequence F in decreasing order of reliability

value. The resultant sequence is denoted

(2.1 )

with I Y1 1>/ Y2 I> ... >/ YN I· Since the noise is AWGN, we assume that Yi = Yj,

with i =f j has zero probability of occurrence. This reordering defines a permutation

function Al for which y = AI [F]. We permute the columns of the generator matrix G

based on AI. This results in the following matrix

(2.2)

where gi' denotes the ith column of G'. Clearly the binary code C' generated by

G' is equivalent to C, and c' = AdC]. Since the i th column gi' of C;' corresponds

to the ith component Yi of y with reliability value I Yi /, we call I u. I the associ

ated reliability va.lue of g( Sta.rting from the first column of G', we find the first

J( independent columns with the largest associated reliability values. Use these K

independent columns as the first J( columns of a new J( xN matrix G" maintaining

the decreasing order of their reliability values. The remaining N - J( columns of G"

form the next N - J( columns of e" arranged in the order of decreasing associated

reliability values. The above process defines a second permutation function A:l' such

that e" = A2[(:'] = A2[AdGlI. Rearranging the components of y according to the

II



permutation >'2, we obtain the sequence

(2.3)

(2.,5)

with I Zl 1>1 Z2 I> ... >/ ZK I and I ZK+l I> ... >1 ZN I· It is clear that z = >'2[Y] =

>'2 [>.drlJ· The first K components of z are called the most reliable independent

(MRI) symbols of z. Now we perform elementary row operations on Gil to obtain

a generator matrix Gl in systematic form,

G
I

= [h,P] = [~~ ~ ~::: ~:::=~ ], (2.4)

o 0 1 PK,I PI\",N-K

where IK is the KxI< identity matrix and P is the Kx(N - I() parity check matrix.

The code C1 generated by G1 is equivalent to C' and C.

Next, we perform hard decisions on the K MRI symbols of z such that, for 1 ~

i ~ K,

{
0 for Zi > 0

a, = 1 for z; ~ 0 .

The sequence (at, a2, ... , aK) is used as an information sequence to form a codeword

aK+i = LI~i~K aiPi,j. The codeword a is taken as the hard decision decoded codeword

for the received sequence z. Of course, the estimate ~HD for the transmitted codeword

c can be obtained by permuting the components of a using the inverse permutation

\-1\-1 .
/'1 1\2 ,I.e.

~ \-1\-1[-]
CHD = "I "2 a.

2.2.2 Computational complexity

(2.6)

Using "Mergcsort", the ordering of the received sequence is achieved with about.

N log2(N) comparisons [2~, p.172J and call be further reduced using a parallel im-

plcrncntation. The entire process to obtain G. from r: can be realized ill o(Nf('l.)

12



elementary binary additions [25]. However, two levels of parallelism are possible, re

sulting in K steps of at most K independent summations, each summation consisting

of N independent binary additions. Also, for K > N - K, if H represents the parity

check matrix of G, H' = AI[H] is clearly the parity check matrix of G' = >.tfG]. Then

o(N(N - K)2) elementary binary additions are now required to transform If' into

HI = [pTIN_K] and G1 is easily constructed from HI' The same permutation ..\2 is

determined when dependent columns are present. Note that while the construction of

G1 is carried out from left to right as described in [2.5], HI is formed from right to left.

The exact equivalence between HI and G1 is proved in Appendix A. The dominant

computational term while constructing G1 is therefore o(N min(K, N - K)2). Finally,

computing ~HD requires K sign comparisons and N - J( parallel K elementary binary

additions. After ordering, the whole process is realized with binary operations only.

2.2.3 Performance

The hard decision decoding described in Section 2.2.1 should be close to the optimum

decoding. Figures 2.2 to 2.5 compare the performance of this decoding process with

majority-logie-decoding for the (32,16,8), (64,22,16) and (64,42,8) Reed-Muller (RM)

codes, and with the Berlekamp-Massey algebraic decoding of the (64,4.5,8) Extended

BCH code [26]. We see that the hard decision decoding based on reliability informa

tion outperforms the algebraic decodings for low SNR's. For higher SNR's, algebraic

decoding of these codes provides an improvement since its error performance curve

possesses a larger slope. Note however that the decoding of ~HD is not aimed to

minimize the Euclidean distance between any transmitted codeword of C and the

received sequence r, but instead it minimizes the number of information bits to be

in error, which is the fact exploited by the algorithm described in Chapter -1. The

observations on the errol' performance arc confirmed by the analysis of Chapter 1. To



evaluate exactly the error performance of hard decision decoding based on ordering,

we need to know the statistics of the noise after ordering. These statistics are derived

in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Statistics of the Noise

after Ordering

As described in the previous chapter, reordering the received symbols with respect to

their reliabilities provides an equivalent code for each block. However, the statistics

of the noise after ordering have changed. In this chapter, we derive these statistics

which allow one to tightly bound the ,error performance of any decoding algorithm

involving complete or partial ordering. Note that the performance analysis of many

published results should be greatly simplified when using the results of this chapter.

3.1 Ordered Sequence Statistics

We first determine the conditional distribution of the noise Wi in the ordered sequence

y. From these statistics, we then evaluate the probability that the hard decisions of

any group of information bits are jointly in error.

For i E {l,N}, define !wilxi(Wi I Xi = s) as the density function of the ilk noise

value in the ordered sequence y of length N, conditioned on the fact that Xi = S was

transmitted, where s = ±l. It can be shown that (sec Appendix B)

!B



(

M( )

)

N-i
2 Wi 2

. e-W j INo f e-X IN0dx ,
1m(w;j

(3.1 )

where m(wi) = min {2 +SWi, -swd and M(Wi) = max {2 +SWi, -swd. Figure 3.1

depicts Equation 3.1 for N = 16, No = 0.5 Xi = -1 and different values of i. We

observe that for i =f. N, !wilxi(Wi I Xi = -1) is bi-modal with a null at Wi = 1

as expected, while !WNlxN(WN I XN = -1) has only one mode with a discontinuity

at WN = 1. The main mode corresponds to Wi E (-00,1) and shifts to the left

as i decreases. Symmetrically, the second mode shifts to the right of Wi = 1 as i

decreases. We finally notice that as i decreases, the area under the right mode of

!w,IX;(Wi I Xi = -1) decreases rapidly, as shown in Figure 3.2. This remark is

important since the error probability associated with position i simply corresponds

to the area under the right mode, for i =f. N, as shown next.

For equally likely transmission of bipolar signals normalized to ±1, the probability

that the hard decision of the jth symbol of the sequence y of length N is in error is

given by

Pe(i;N) = 100

!WiIXi(Wi IXi = -l)dwi

(1rNot l / 2N! f'X>(~ - r
(i _ l)!(N _ i)! 11 Q(n) + 1 - Q(2 - n)

. (Q(2 - n) - Q(n))N-i e-n2INodn, (3.2)

where Q(x) = (1rNO)- 1/2Jxooe-n'2INodn. For N > 2, no closed form expression for

Equation 3.2 has been found. This is mainly due to the fact that the noise W is not

the ordered random variable. This emphasizes the fact that our statistics differ from

regular ordered statistics for which closed form expressions arc possible [28, 29, :JOJ.

A simple closed form approximation of Pc(i; N) is found ill Chapter 7.
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Similarly, we obtain in Appendix B, for i < j the joint density

(3.3)

where the indicator function of the set A is lA(x) = 1 if x E A and lA(x) = 0

otherwise. Then, the probability that both hard decisions of the iih and jth symbols

of the sequence y of length N are in error is

(3.4)

As for Pe(ij N), no closed form expression has been found for Pe(i,jj N) with N > 2,

but Chapter 7 relates in a simple way the approximations of Pe(ij N) and Pe(j; N)

to Pe(i,jj N).

Generalization of these results to any larger number of considered positions be

comes straightforward, as discussed in Appendix B. Equations 3.2, 3.4 or equivalent

forms can also be computed from the general method described in Appendix G.

3.2 Monotonic Properties

In this section, we derive monotonic properties of the probabilities Pe( i; N) and

Pe(i,jj N), which form the basis of the decoding algorithm presented in the next

chapter.

Theorem 1:

For the ordered received sequence y, the probability that the i th reliable digit is in



error is smaller than the probability that the i + 1th reliable digit is in error,

Pe(i; N) < Pe(i + 1; N), (3.5)

for 1 ~ i < N.

Proof:

Define u = f(n) = Q(2 - n) - Q(n) which implies du = (7rNO) - I / 2 e- n 2
/ No (1 +

e4(n - I I /N o) dn. From Equation 3.2 and the fact that f(n) is one-to-one, we obtain

P( ' N) P("N) (N) rt(1 )i-I N_i_I(N-i)(1-u)-iu d (
e Z +1; - e Zj = i Jo - u u 1+e4(j- I (ul - I )/ No u. 3.6)

Integrating by parts and defining a(u) = (1 +e4(j - I (u) - I I/ No) - t, one finds

with

( N) r " aa(u)Pe(i + 1; N) - Pe(i; N) =- i J
o

(1 - u)tuN-t --a;;- du, (3.7)

aa(u)
au

fJf-I(u)

au

-4/No~ e4(j - I (u) - I )(No

(1 +e4U- 1(U) - I )/ No) 2 ,

1
- a/en)

on n=/-I(u)

_ (1r NO)1/2 I
e- n 2 / No (1 +e4(n- I )/ No») .

n=J-1(u)

(3.8)

(3.9)

Equations 3.8 and 3.9 imply O~Lu) ~ 0, so that, from Equation 3.7

Pe(i + IjN) - Pe(ijN) > 0,

which completes the proof. 0

Similarly, we can show that, for i < i.

Pc(i,jj N) < Pe(i,j + I; N),

Pe(i,j + I; N) < Pc(i + I,j + I; N),

(3.1 0)

(:3.11 )

(:U2)



and equivalent results hold for any number of positions considered, as expected.

Corollary 1: For 1 ~ i < N,

Pe(i;N) < Pe(i;N -1).

Proof:

Using Equation 3.2, we easily derive

Pe(i + 1; N) - Pe(i; N) = ~ (Pe (i; N - 1) - Pe (i; N)),
z

which implies the inequality of Equation 3.13. 0

Rearranging Equation 3.14, we finally obtain,

Corollary 2: For 1 ~ i < N,

Pe(i; N) < Pe(i + 1;N + 1).

Theorem 2:

For 1 ~ h < i < j < N,

Pe(h, i; N) ~ Pe(i,j; N) s Pe(i; N).

Proof'

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.1.5)

(3.16)

The proof is immediate using the marginal density definition and the fact that, for

n ~ 1, 0 ~ Q(2 - n) - Q(n) ~ 1. 0

Generalization of Theorem 2 to a larger number of considered positions in y follows

the same way.

Some important conclusions can be derived from Theorems 1 and 2. Since the

first 1\ positions of the re-ordered received sequence z satisfy Theorem 1, we are

guaranteed that, when considering the positions from K to 1 in a, the single error

probability associated with each position decreases. This result remains valid for
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any number of positions considered among the J( MRI symbols (Zl, Zz, ... ,Z[(). Also,

Theorem 2 shows that the more positions we group together, the lower the probability

of these positions to be jointly in error is. In the next chapter, we propose a decoding

algorithm which exploits these two fundamental facts by testing a stopping criterion

which becomes more effective at each decoding step.

3.3 Other Immediate Consequences

3.3.1 Recurrence relations

Next, we present several recurrence relations which can be used to evaluate Pe(i; N)

and other higher order probabilities of error. These recurrence relations reduce the

computation complexity of Pe(i; N) and Pe(i,j; N) since Equations 3.2 and 3.4 are

quite complex and hard to evaluate. We omit the proofs and refer to [28J, as Pe(i;N)

and Pe(i,j; N) follow the same recurrence relations as the single moment of ordered

statistics.

Theorem 3:

The following recurrence relations hold for Pe(i; N)

Pe(i;N) = f. (_I)i+I-N-l ( ~ ) ( ~-_\ ) Pe(1, I). (3.17)
I=N-I+l

Pe(i;N) t?_1)I-i ( ~ ) ( ~ =~ ) Pe(l, l). (3.18)

Pe(i + 1; N) = Pe(i; N) +I=~_} _1)l+I-N ( ~ ) ( N '. i ) Pe(l, I). (3.19)

Pe(i + 1; N) = Pe(i;N) - t?-ll- i
( ~ ) ( ~ ) Pe(l, l). (3.20)

Pc(i + 1; N) = Pe(i; N) + ( ~ ) t,(-1)1 ( ; ) Pc(l; N - i + l).D (3.21)

Similar relations hold for higher order probabilities of error, based on the relations for

product moments [28J. We finally mention that while these properties are extremely
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useful for computing Pe(i; N)'s from lower sequence orders, as with any recurrence

relation, they also tend to propagate errors.

3.3.2 Properties

A legitimate question is whether the statistics of Wi, based on the ordering, could

improve the decision device performance, assumed so far to be the usual hard limiter

given by Equation 2.5. We list in this section some properties which show that a

straightforward application of the statistics of Wi can not provide any improvement.

Lemma 1:

The likelihood ratio, using the statistics of Wi, is the same as the likelihood ratio

obtained from the AWGN channel.

Proof:

From Equation 3.1, we observe

fWilXi(Yi - s I Xi = s) e-(y,-s)2/No

fWilxi(Yi +8 IXi = -8) = e-(Yi+s)2/No'

which is simply the likelihood ratio for the AWGN model. 0

Lemma 2:

1
Pe(N; N) ~ 2'

Proof:

Integrating Equation 3.2 by parts, one finds

(3.22)

(3.23)

Pe(N; N) - 1 - (7rNor 1/ 2N 1'XJ (Q(n) + 1 - Q(2 _ n)r: e-(n-2)2/N odn

< 1 - Pe(N; N), (:3.21)

which completes the proof. 0

Lemma 2 simply shows that even for the last ordered symbol of a sequence of any
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length, the hard limiter provides the best symbol by symbol decision.

Lemma 3: For any integer a E {l,N},

(3.25)

Proof:

The proof is straightforward using the definition of the joint error probability con

sidered; an equivalent expression with respect to the product moments [28] ban be

found also. 0

Lemma 3 expresses that on average, the probability of Q' ordered bits to be in error

is the same as for independent BPSK signaling.
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Chapter 4

Maximum Likelihood Decoding

Based on Statistics

after Reliability Ordering

Exhaustively testing the 2J( possible changes in the first J( positions of a and selecting

the codeword with smallest Euclidean distance from the received sequence z provides

the optimum maximum likelihood solution. The main idea in this chapter is to take

advantage of the ordering and the fact that a contains only a few information bits

in error; This reduces the number of possible changes and the remaining discarded

changes do not significantly affect the error performance.

4.1 Reprocessing

The proposed decoding algorithm reprocesses the hard decision decoded codeword a

obtained in Section 2.2.1 until either practically optimum or a desired error perfor

mance is attained. In the following, we first describe the main idea of the reprocessing,

then present the reprocessing algorithm, and finally introduce a resource test to re

duce the computation complexity.
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4.1.1 Definitions

Let a = (a1' a2, ... , a«, ax+1,... , aN) be the hard decision decoded codeword at the

first step of the algorithm. For 1 ::; 1 :$ I<, the order-l reprocessing of a is defined

as follows:

For 1 ::; i ::; I, make all possible changes of i of the I< MRI bits of a.

For each change, reconstruct the corresponding codeword aO' based on the

generator matrix G1 and determine its corresponding BPSK sequence XO'.

Compute the squared Euclidean distance cf2(z, xO') between the ordered

received sequence z and the signal sequence xO', and record the codeword

a* for which x* is closest to s. When all the L~=o ( I[ ) possible codewords

have been tested, order-l reprocessing of a is completed and the recorded

codeword a* is the final decoded codeword.

For 1 ::; i ::; I, the process of changing all the possible i of the I< MRI bits, re

constructing the corresponding codewords and computing their squared Euclidean

distance from z is referred to as phase-s of the order-l reprocessing. Clearly,

the order-I< reprocessing achieves the maximum likelihood decoding and requires 2[(

computations.

Let I(I() = {1,2,'" ,I(} be the index set for the first I< positions of a. For

1 ::; j ~ I<, let {n1,n2,'" ,nj} be a proper subset of j elements of I(I<). Then it

follows from the ordered statistics developed in Section 3.1 that, for nj ~ J(,

where 0 ~ a, < ni+J - nj +O'j+l for 1 ~ i ~ j, with O'j+J = 1 and ni+J = J(. For

i < i. let {m), m2,"', mil be a proper subset of {nJ' n2," " niJ. Then

(4.2)
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From Equation 4.1, it is clear that

Peen},n2,'" ,njj N) :5 Pe(I< - j +1"", I< - 1, K; N), (4.3)

where equality holds if and only if nl = I< - j + 1,' .. ,nj = I<. Let 7r(j) be the

probability that there are j or more errors in the first I< positions of a. Equations 4.1

and 4.2 imply that

1r(j)$ (~)pe(I<-j+1,... ,/(-I,I(jN). (4.4)

Clearly, if 7r(l + 1) is sufficiently small, the order-l reprocessing of a would give near

optimum performance. If PB represents the block error probability of maximum

likelihood decoding, then

( I: 1 ) Pe(J( -1,"" I< - 1,/<; N) « PB (4.5)

is a sufficient condition for order-l to provide near-optimum error performance, as

suming the second permutation .\2 does not significantly affect the performance. The

performance analysis of the complete order-l decoding scheme given in Section 4.2

verifies this last fact. It also provides a better evaluation of the error performance of

order-l reprocessing, since the bound depicted in Equation 4.5 becomes very loose for

long codes. For short codes (N ::; 32) and medium length codes (32 < N ::; 64) with

rate R ~ 0.6, we find that order-2 reprocessing achieves optimum error performance.

For longer codes, order-2 reprocessing provides near-optimum performance only for

high rate codes while at least order-3 reprocessing is required to achieve near opti

mum performance for medium to low rate long codes. In the following, we use the

reliability information and the statistics after ordering to carry out the reprocessing

of a in a systematic manner that minimizes the number of computations.

For each ordered received symbol Zj, we define its two possible contributions to
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the maximum likelihood decoding rule by the two squared Euclidean distances

die-I) = (zi+ I )2,

di(+I) = (Zi _1)2.

(4.6)

(4.7)

For each BPSK signal sequence xa = (01,02, ... ,ON) representing a codeword aa of

Ct, we define, for i E [1, N],

8i(aa) = 8i(xa) 1/4 (di (OJ) - d, (-Oi)) = ±Zj,

D+(aa) = D+(xa) = {8i(xa
) : 8i(Xa

) > O,i E [I,NJ} ,

D- (aa) = D- (xa) {8j (xa) : 8j (xa) :$ 0, i E [1,N]} .

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.12)

Recall that at the first step of decoding, the J( MRI symbols of the ordered received

sequence z are first decoded into at, a2, ... ,aK based on Equation 2.5. Then the

remaining N - J( bits ate+I, ... ,aN are formed from a1, a2, ..• ,aK and the generator

matrix G1 given in Equation 2.4. Therefore, for i E [1, J(], Dj(a) E D-(a) since

N N
6.(aa) = 6.(xa) = 1/4 d2 (xa

, z) = 1/4 L(1 + z;) - 1/2 L OjZi. (4.11)
j=l i=l

We see that if OJ is changed into -ai in Equation 4.11, 6.(aa) is changed into

~(aa) -8i (aO). We define the cost function ~ (to be minimized over XO for maximum

likelihood decoding) associated with each pair (aa, xa) as the inner product

N

~(aa) = ~(xa) = -1/2 L OiZi.
i=1

Equation 4.12 shows that ~(xa) is now computed only with additions.

4.1.2 Reprocessing algorithm

We start order-l reprocessing by evaluating the ( ~( ) solutions associated by changing

the decision of the ith MRI symbol C!j of a, for i varying from J( to 1. Since each of
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(4.13)

these positions corresponds to a specific row of the parity check matrix P, we obtain

a row cost
N-K

~; = 8;(a) + L Pii8K+i(a),
i=1

where 8i (a) < 0 corresponds to the cost of changing the i th MRI symbol while

Ef=:"iK Pii8K+j(a) represents the cost associated with this change for the parity check

bits depending on the ith dimension. We obtain a new codeword ai with associated

cost ~(ai) = ~(a) - ~i. If ~i > 0, changing the ith MRI symbol reduces the cost

associated with the initial decoding ~HD by the amount ~;. At step K - i. with

j E {1,K}, we assume that we have stored the maximum value ~max = maxk>i{~k}

(set initially to zero). If ~i > ~max, changing the ph MRI symbol improves ~(a)

by the biggest amount considered so far in the .decoding process. In this case, we set

~max to ~i and record the position j of the change. We only record the changed

position but do not execute it as it may lead to a local minimum. When the algorithm

terminates, the recorded change will be made.

For phase-i of order-l reprocessing, with i s I, the computations of the ( 1[ )

changes of the K MRI symbols of a are similar, when defining,

N-K
~ill..·,ji = 8i1(a) +...+8i i (a) + L (Pil,k EB ... EB Pii,k)8K+k(a),

k=1

(4.14)

for i, > ... > j}, where EB represents the addition in GF(2).When the process

terminates, we change the MRI symbols at the position(s) recorded and recompute

the parity check symbols. It is then straightforward to permute the symbols back

based on the permutation All A2"1 and declare the resulting codeword as the (near)

optimum solution. Equation 4.14 shows that only additions are required by this

algorithm.
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4.1.3 Resource test

In general, decoding with order-l reprocessing requires L~=o ( ~ ) computations. In

the following, we introduce a resource test in the reprocessing to reduce the number

of computations.

The maximum likelihood decoding process can be modeled by different graph

representations. In this section, we consider a complete weighted graph G(E, V)

whose vertices are the 2K BPSK signals sequences representing the code Ct. To each

directed edge joining vertex xQ
to vertex x13 , we associate the edge cost

Equation 4.15 implies

E(xQ
, xf3 ) = -E(x13 , xQ

) ,

E(xQ
, x13 ) +E(x13 , x"l) = E(xQ

, x"l).

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

The maximum likelihood decoding rule can be formulated as follows: Given a start

ing node xs of G(E, V), find the node XML of G(E, V) which maximizes E(xs, xQ)

over all vertices xQof G(E, V).

We choose for starting node Xs the BPSK signal sequence representingthe code

word a obtained in Section 2.2 and upper bound, for all xQ's of G(E, V),

Using Equation 4.17, we obtain, for all vertices xQof G(E, V),

E(xs, XML) ~ R(xs),

E(XS,XML) ~ E(xs,xQ
) +R(x Q

) .

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

We now use Equations 4.19 and 4.20 to reduce the number of computations of the

reprocessing algorithm.
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For phase-i of order-l reprocessing, R(xa ) introduced above is defined as

Ri(xCt
) = L cAxa

) + L: Cj(xCt
) ,

6j(~Q)ED+(IO) e5i(~Q)EDR(IO)

(4.21)

where D'R(xCt
) represents the max{O,dH-1 D+(xCt

) I-i} values of D-(xa ) with

smallest magnitude (corresponding to parity check positions), and I D+(xa ) I de

notes the cardinality of the set D+ (x Ct
) . The first term of Equation 4.21 represents

the best improvement possible when modifying the I D+(xCt
) I bits of x Ct

• Since

phase-i of order-l reprocessing modifies at most i bits of D-(xCt
) in the first J( posi

tions of xCt and provides a codeword, at least max to, dH - ID+(xa ) I -i} other bits

are modified, whose (negative) contribution is bounded by the second summation

of Equation 4.21. The resource function R;(xs) evaluated from Equation 4.21 for

xCt = xs represents the best improvement possible (but hardly reachable) on the ini

tial cost ~(a) defined by Equation 4.12 for the hard decision decoded codeword a.

We identify ~jl ....,ji defined in Equation 4.14 as

(4.22)

where xh,oo.jj is the BPSK signal sequence representing the codeword obtained after

inverting the decoded symbols of xs in the MRI positions i.. ... ,ji. For phase-i of

order-l reprocessing, we define for the BPSI< signal sequence Xc such that D.m ax =

E(xs, xc),

Ravailable(i) = min {R;(xs) - E(xs, xc), Ri(XC)}. (4.23)

We call Ravailable(i) the available resource at phase-i. If xc :/: XML, Equations 4.19

and 4.20 imply that for some k ~ i, there exists at least one Xjl ....jk such that

(4.2·1 )

Therefore, -Ravailable(i) < 0 represents the smallest value that the contributions from

the i MRI bits of D-(xs) should provide to further improve 6 m ax = E(xs, xc)
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for phase-s of order-l reprocessing. The resource test developed in the following

exploits this fact to save many unnecessary computations without affecting practically

the optimum performance of the algorithm. Note that if both I D+(xs) I~ dH 

i and I D+(xc) I~ dn - i, which is usually the case when neither xs, nor Xc

represents the maximum likelihood codeword, then the two quantities to be minimized

in Equation 4.23 are equal.

We first derive the following simple lemma

Lemma 4: For it < h :$ J(,

(4.25)

Proof: For it < j2 :$ J(, Equations 2.5 and 4.8 give Ojl (a) = - 1Zjl 1< 0 with

I Zh 1<1 Zjl I from the labeling ordering. We also assumed in Section 2.2 that

oiJ (a) = Oj2(a) has zero probability of occurrence for AWGN, which completes the

proof.0

It is important to notice that the last assumption no longer holds in practical cases

where the received symbols have been previously quantized. The algorithm is then

modified in a straightforward fashion by considering the sets of positions correspond

ing to each quantized value instead of individual positions. In the remaining parts,

we ignore this fact and implicitly assume distinct values oj(a) 'so

From Lemma 4, -OK(XS) > 0 represents the minimum cost necessary to change

any MRI symbol(s) of xs. Rt(xs) :$ -OK(XS) guarantees that ~HD is optimum and

no additional computations are required. In the reprocessing algorithm presented

above, each time Llj > Llm ax , where Llj is computed according to Equation 4.13,

Ravailable(1 ) is updated according to Equation 4.23. As SOOI1 as -OJ(xs) > Ravailable(l)

for some i, we stop computing the remaining Llj's. Lemma 4 and Equation 4.24 guar

antee that no further improvement is possible since -Oi(XS) constitutes a decreasing
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series. Including a test on Ravailable(1) in the reprocessing algorithm reduces the num

ber of computations per step without requiring a significant amount of additional

operations.

In general, we update Ravailable(i) according to Equation 4.23 at the beginning

of phase-s of order-l decoding since D..jl,... ,j; < D..m ax does not improve the recorded

decoding. In Equation 4.14, i. is incremented by "I" and for k E [1, i-I], jk is reset

to jk+l - 1 as soon as -6j 1(a)··· - 6j ;(a) > Ravailable(i). From the above discussion,

we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4 (optimality test):

For decoding with order-l reprocessing, if there exists an i $ 1such that

i

- L:6K-j(a) ;::: Ravailable(i + 1),
j=O

(4.26)

then the reprocessing stops after phase-s and modifying a at the recorded positions

provides the maximum likelihood decoding solution.D

Theorem 4 improves the extended distance test introduced in [31], due to repro

cessing strategy described in Section 4.L2, which exploits the ordering information.

In fact, the test of [31] is simply the value R(xCr
) depicted in Equation 4.18 and

valid forany node of the graph G(V, E), while the test of Theorem 4 considers the

particular state xs. Consequently, for phase-s reprocessing, i contributions to the

resource test from the K MRI positions not only replace contributions from the least

reliable positions, but also these contributions monotonically increase. In addition,

for phase-s reprocessing, while the available resource defined in Equation 4.23 always

contains the contributions from i MRI bits of Xc, least reliable bits of D-(xc) con

tribute to the test of [31] only when /D+(xc)l < du . Therefore, the efficiency of our

new resource test is greatly improved. However, this test is tightly related to the

reprocessing algorithm.
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Table 4.1. Computations required for decoding with order-l reprocessing

Operations Floating point Binary
Computations Comparisons

Iyl [N]
Sorting Nlog2(N)

G1 N . min(I<, N - I<?
CHD [/(] + I«N - I<)
bj(a) [N-I<]

Ai1,..·,il :s (N - K - I) L~=I ( ~ ) S L~=I ( ~ ) :S(N-K)L~=I(i-I)( ~ )

R/(xs) $N-I<-l

4.1.4 Computational analysis

The different computation costs of the algorithm are summarized in Table 4.1. In this

table, the binary operations in brackets ([-]) represent sign operations. .We ignore

the resource updates depicted in Equation 4.23 since the computations of the ~jl ••••• jl

are largely over estimated, and consider only the dominant order of binary operations

when processing the generator matrix G1•

4.2 Performance Analysis

4.2.1 Effects of the dependent positions on the performance

The statistics derived for the ordered sequence y in Section 3.1 do not directly ap-

ply to the reordered sequence z since a second permutation '\2 is required to obtain

the generator matrix G1 with the first J( columns to be linearly independent. This

permutation changes the initial sorted order ofy. The dependency effect on the

performance requires consideration of the generator matrix of each studied code in-

dividually. In this thesis however, we look for a general expression which could be

applied to any code considered with only a slight dependency on the code parameters.

We first notice that the AWGN assumption renders the column ordering independent
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of each other, and of the noise variance value No/2. The problem can be restated as:

What is the probability of choosing J( +i columns of the code generator matrix such

that the K + i th pick provides the J(th independent column, for i E [0,N - J(] ?

We represent the number of dependent columns before the J(th independent one

by the random variable X p and define E, as the event of picking i dependent columns

before the Kth independent one. Then , we have

Eo - El ,

EN-K C ... ~ El ,

El C ... ~ EN-K,

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

where Ei represents the complement of Ei, It follows from the definitions of X p and

E i that

P, = P(Xp = i) = P (Ei n Ei+I)

- P (Ei n Ei+l n Ei+2'" n EN-K).

By using total probability and Equation 4.29, we rewrite Equation 4.30 as

(4.30)

Define Nave(i) as the average number of columns depending on i dimensions for

a given code C whose generator matrix is in systematic form. For the set R of all

possible row combinations of a given systematic generator matrix G,

(4.32)

where R, represents any combination of i rows and nl(Rd represents the number of

columns of R; containing at least one "1". Nave (i) is then obtained by averaging
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Table 4.2. Nl1\1e(l) vs (N - I<)/2+1 for different linear block codes.
(R=RM, G=Golay, B=BCH, e=extented)

Code Nave(l) (N - J()/2 +1
eG (24,12,8) 8.08 7.00
R (32,16,8) 9.09 9.00
R (32,26,4) 4.46 4.00

R (64,22,16) 20.24 22.00
R (64,42,8) 11.11 12.00

eB (64,36,12) 15.22 15.00
eB (64,45,8) 10.40 10.50

eB (128,64,22) 33.00 33.00
eB (128,99,10) 15.50 15.50
eB (128,120,4) 5.20 5.00

Nave(i, G) over all possible systematic forms of G. Table 4.2 compares the values

Nave(l) obtained from simulation with (N - I<)/2+1 which represents the average

number of "1" per row of a generator matrix in systematic form randomly constructed.

For all considered codes, both values closely match and as expected, the matching

is excellent for the extended BCH codes since their weight distribution is almost

binomial [25, 33]. Since Nave(l ) represents the average number of ways to add a new

dimension for each pick and at most N - I< + 1 column choices are left before the

j(th independent column pick, we approximate the average probability to pick one

independent column by

= P(E IE) =P(A i.) = Nave(l )p 1 2 1 N _ K + 1' (4.33)

where A~ represents the event that the ph column of at most i dependent columns is

independent. With this definition, we obtain

(4.34)
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and as each event A~ is assumed to be equiprobable and independent of j, Equa

tion 4.34 becomes

P(Ei I Ei+d = 1 - (1 _ p)i

= 1 _ (1 _ Nave(l ) )i
N-/<+l

(4.35)

Since each dimension is present in at least dH columns of the generator matrix of

any linear block code, we are guaranteed to obtain the last dependent column at the

(N - dH )th position in the worst case. Therefore, the maximum number of dependent

columns is N - I< - dH+1 and P(Ei IEi+d = P(Ei) = 1 for i > N - I< - dH +1.

Equation 4.31 can be rewritten as

,= ( _ Nave(l ) )i [N-K-dH+l ( _ ( _ Nave(l ) )i)]
PI 1 N-/( ,n 1 1 N-I< 1 .+ 1 1=1+1 +

(4.36)

For a strict analysis of the random variable X», the probability of picking each

dependent column depends on both the position it occurs and the number of depen

dent columns already picked, for every systematic generator matrix. This analysis is

beyond the scope of this study. Figures 4.1 to 4.6 depict the distribution approxi

mation obtained from Equation 4.36 with the real distribution of X» for respectively

the (24,12,8) extended Golay code, the (64,22,16) and (64,42,8) RM codes, and the

(64,36,12), (64,45,8) and (128,64,22) extended BCH code. For all codes, the approx-

imated distribution closely matches the real distribution.

4.2.2 Overall performance based on ordering

Define P~i as the probability that a contains more than i errors in the first J( MRI

positions.

Phase-D error performance
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By referring to the previous notations, we obtain

N-K
P60 = L P (at least one of the first K + j ordered symbols is in errorlXp = j) Pi

j=o
(4.37)

and by the using the union bound, we find

N-K (K+i-I )
P60 $ .f; Pi t; Pe(f( + j - ijN) .

Equivalently,

P60 ::;1= Pe(f( - ij N) +~£ (1 -~ Pi) Pe(I( + ij N).
1=0 1=1 3=0

(4.38)

(4.39)

Assuming that a single error in the MRI positions constitutes the dominant factor for

errors in these J( positions, Nave(1) represents the average number of symbol errors

in an error block after order-O reprocessing. Therefore, for a (N, J(, dB) linear block

code, the associated bit error probability PbQ is approximated by

N (1) (K-l N-K ( i-I ) )
PbO ::::: av; t; PeCK - ij N) + t; 1 - ~ Pi Pe(f( + ij N) . (4.40)

In Equation 4.40, all error terms Pe(ij N) corresponding to positions i $ f( contribute

to PbO while error terms Pe(ij N), with i > K are weighted by their probability of

occurrence. From Equation 3.25, Equation 4.40 can be rewritten as

N (1) ( N-K (i-l ) )PbO ~ a; N Q(1) - t; .f;Pi Pe(I( + i; N) . (4.41)

Finally, when discarding the dependency factor, the bit error probability PbO can be

approximatively bounded by

(4.42)

where PeeK j N) is defined in Equation 3.2, for i = K,
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Phase-i error performance

More generally, following the same method as previously,

and

Nave(1)Pe{J( _ i .,. J( - 1 J(. N) < Rb'
N "" - I

s Na~{l) ( ~( ) Pe{J( _ i,'" ,J( - 1, J(j N). (4.44)

For i ? 1, since phase-i reprocesses the decisions delivered by order-O decoding, the

average number Ni of symbols in error in an error block is no longer Nave{l) after

modifying a. Despite the fact that minimizing the Euclidean distance between two

BPSK signal sequences does not necessarily minimize their corresponding Hamming

distance, we expect Nj ::; Nave{I). Due to the difficulty of accurately determining

Nj, we kept Nave{l) in Equations 4.43 and 4.44.

4.2.3 Optimum soft decision performance

The decoding symbol error probability for maximum likelihood decoding is given

by [32, p.52]

(4.45)

when the energy per transmitted bit is normalized to unity. In Equation 4.4.5, nd

represents the number of minimum weight codewords of the code. Equation 4.4.5 is

obtained by considering only the first term of the union bound on the probability
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of error. It provides a good approximation for small to medium dimension codes at

medium to high SNR. For higher dimensional codes, Equation 4.45 becomes loose,

even at moderate SNR. In this case, the total union bound represents a more accurate

performance measure. Since most of the weight distributions of linear block codes

remain unknown, the union bound is evaluated from the approximations developed

in [33].

4.2.4 Algorithm performance

Define P,,( i) as the probability that a decoded codeword is in error after phase-i of

the reprocessing. Then,

or more than i MRI symbols are in error). (4.46)

Let Pb(i) be the bit error probability associated with Ps(i). It follows from Equa

tion 4.45 and the union bound that

(4.47)

When Hi << Pr( e), the probability of having at least i of the MRI symbols in error is

negligible compared to Pr(t) and we can stop the decoding process after phase-(i -1)

reprocessing. The maximum likelihood optimum performance is not altered while at

least 2K - L::;~i ( ~ ) unnecessary computations are saved.

4.2.5 Asymptotic error performance

In this section, we describe the asymptotic behavior of order-l reprocessing. As No

approaches 0, Pr(t) approaches [32]

(4.48)
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Based on Equation 7.4, we obtain, as No approaches 0,

n _ 4(1+ /-" '_0mK_;)/Noru = e L..J;_. , (4.49)

when assuming that the dependency factor does not influence the asymptotic perfor

mance of order-l reprocessing. Also, as No approaches 0, mK-j ~ 2 - Q-l(1 - (I< 

j)/N) approaches 2, so that

R ~ e-4(1+/)/ No
bl - • (4.50)

Combining Equations 4.48 and 4.50, the asymptotic performance of the order-l re-

processing is given by

Equation 4.51 implies that for

I ~ min HdH / 4 - Il,I<},

(4.51)

(4.52)

order-l reprocessing is asymptotically optimum. Also, whenever Equation 7.4 dom

inates Equation 4.51, an asymptotic coding gain is still achieved by order-l repro

cessing. Equation 4.52 is reached at BER off any practical range, since Equa

tion 4.50implies that the error probability for any subset of I + 1 positions is the

same. However, it shows that for many codes of dimension N large enough, our

algorithm is not only practically optimum, but also asymptotically optimum.

4.3 Simulations Results

4.3.1 Error performance

Figures 4.7 to 4.16 depict the error performances of the (24,12,8) extended Golay

code, the (32,16,8), (32,26,4), (64,22,16), (64,42,8) RM codes, and the (64,36,12),

(64,45,8), (128,64,8), (128,99,10), (128,120,4) extended nCH codes. For each code,
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the simulated results for various orders of reprocessing are plotted and compared with

the theoretical results obtained from Equation 4.47. Note that for i ~ 2, the number

of computations involved in Equation 4.43 becomes extremely large. In Chapter 7,

we show that, for nj > N,

(4.53)

Therefore, to evaluate Equation 4.47 for i ~ 2, we compute the exact values for the

most significant terms which correspond to the least reliable positions considered,

and use the approximation of Equation 4.53 for the remaining secondary ones. Since

Equation 4.53 is not tight for nj close to N, Equation 4.43 must imperatively be

computed in its second form.

For all codes considered, we observe a close match between the theoretical and sim-

ulated results. For the (24,12,8) extended Golay code, order-2 reprocessing achieves

the optimum error performance. In fact, for this code, we also simulated the optimum

decoding and found absolutely no difference in error performance between the decod-

ing with order-2 reprocessing and the optimum decoding. The two decoded streams

are not identical, but whenever the optimum decoded block and the order-2 repro

cessing block differ, both decoded codewords are always in error. This fact perfectly

illustrates the efficiency of our approach, since despite the fact that the decoded code-

words are not always the ML optimum codeword, no practical difference is observed.

There is a small performance degradation with order-I reprocessing. At the BER

Pe = 10-6
, we observe at most a 0.16 dB loss compared to the optimum decoding

and at most a loss of 0.3 dB at Pe = 10-11 , when using the bound of Equation 4.47

with i = 1. Similar results hold for short codes of length N $ 32 and rate R ~ 0.3, as

well as for medium length codes of length 32 < N $ 64 and rate R ~ 0.6. For these

two classes of codes, at a practical error performance, order-Z reprocessing achieves
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optimum error performance, while order-l reprocessing results in a good trade-off be

tween error performance and computational complexity. At the BER Pe = 10-6 , for

order-1 reprocessing, the SNR loss is at most 0.3 dB for the (32,16,8) RM code, 0.4 dB

for the (64,42,8) RM code and 0.47 dB for the (64,45,8) extended BCH code. Order-1

reprocessing achieves optimum error performance for the very high rate (32,26,4) RM

code. For codes of length 32 < N $ 64 and rate 0.3 $ R < 0.6, order-3 reprocessing

achieves optimum error performance, while near optimum performance is reached by

order-2 reprocessing. At the BER Pe = 10-6 , we observe a SNR gap between order-2

and order-3 performance curves of at most 0.25 dB for both the (64,36,12) extended

BCH code and the (64,22,16) RM code. Therefore, order-2 reprocessing offers an

excellent trade-off between error performance and computation complexity for codes

of length N =64 and rate 0.3 $ R < 0.6. Also, despite the fact that order-3 repro

cessing is required to achieve optimum error performance, the corresponding number

of computations remains manageable since J( is relatively small. Finally, as discussed

previously, we observe that the union bound computed from Equation 4.43 is rather

loose. In general, for a given N, the SNR degradation of order-i reprocessing with

respect to ML decreases as the rate of the code increases.

For longer codes, order-3 or even higher orders of reprocessing might be required

to achieve optimum or near optimum error performance. This order depends on both

the code length and the rate. For the (128,120,4) extended BCH code, order-1 re

processing achieves optimum error performance for low and high SNR's, while about

0.1 dB SNR loss is observed at medium SNR. This unusual behavior is due to the

fact that Pbi dominates Equation 4.47 only for medium SNR values, as observed from

the theoretical curves of Figure 4.16. For the (128,99,10) extended BeH code, de

coding with order-S reprocessing achieves optimum error performance, while order-2

reprocessing provides near optimum performance, within 0.1 dB of the optimum per-
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formance for BER Pe ~ 10-6 • In fact, order-l reprocessing for this code provides an

excellent trade-off between the error performance and decoding complexity. Despite a

degradation in performance of 1.1 dB compared with the optimum decoding, order-l

reprocessing still achieves a 5.5 dB coding gain over the uncoded BPSK with very

few computations. For the (128,64,22) extended BCR code, order-4 reprocessing is

required to achieve optimum error performance for BER Pe 2:: 10-6
• At the BER

Pe = 10-6 , the optimum coding gain is 7.0 dB over the uncoded BPSK, while order-2

and order-3 reprocessings achieve 5.6 and 6.5 dB coding gains respectively. Note fi

nally that for Pe < 10-7
, even order-4 reprocessing no longer achieves optimum error

performance for this code.

4.3.2 Number of computations

(24,12,8) extended Golay code

The best known optimum decoding algorithm for the (24,12,8) extended Go

lay code is provided in [36]. This decoding method requires at most 651 addition

equivalent operations. For this code, order-2 decoding achieves optimum maximum

likelihood error performance, as shown in Figure 4.7. Evaluating the extreme worst

case from Table 4.1 while ignoring the binary operations provides 89 comparisons for

ordering, at most N - J( - 1 = lloperations for order-O, at most (N - J() J( = 144

operations for phase-I and at most (N - J() ( ~ ) = 792 operations for phase-2, so a

total of 1,036 addition-equivalent operations for order-2 reprocessing. We define Cave

and Cma:r: as respectively the average and the maximum number of processed code

words per block. When simulating 250,000 uncoded blocks, Tables 4.3 and 4.4 depict

the corresponding average number of computations Nave and maximum number of

computations Nm ax for respectively order-l and order-S reprocessing of this code at

different probabilities of error. These values are also compared in Figure 4.17. For
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Table 4.3. Order-I simulation results for (24,12,8) extended Golay code.

1.55 10 -1.56 1.60 12 120 244
2.22 10-1.87 0.95 12 112 244
3.01 lO-:l·;H 0.43 12 106 244
3.98 10-3.12 0.13 12 102 244
5.23 10-4.47 0.018 12 101 244
6.02 10-5.48 0.004 12 101 244

~ SNR (dB) I Pe ~ Cave ICmaz ~ Nave = 100 + 12cave I Nma:r: = 100 + 12Cma:r: ~

Table 4.4. Order-2 simulation results for (24,12,8) extended Golay code (*: umon
bound).

1.55 10-1.56 2.39 77 129 1,024
2.22 10-1.90 1.33 76 116 1,012
3.01 10-2.40 0.55 67 107 904
3.98 10-3.16 0.15 43 102 616
5.23 10-4.57 0.021 21 101 352
6.02 10 5.72 0.005 12 101 244
6.99 10 -7.5· 0.001 8 101 196

~ SNR (dB) I Pe ~ Cave ICmaz ~ Nave = 100 + 12ca ve I Nma:r: = 100 + 12cm a:r: ~

Pe :5 10-3 , Nma:r: becomes smaller than 651 and further decreases as the SNR in-

creases, while Nave approaches the order-O decoding complexity. It is important to

notice that after ordering and order-O decoding, the additional 2.5 dB asymptotic

gain is achieved at the expense of very few computations on average. These average

number of computations differ slightly between order-1 and order-2 reprocessings,

which is not surprising since the corresponding error performances are very closed.

Also, most computation is due to the ordering, even at low SNR.

(64,45,8) extended BCH code

The number of computations for order-I and order-2 reprocessings of the (64,45,8)
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Table 4.5. Order-l simulation results for (64,45,8) extended BCR code.

1.54 10 ·1.38 20.9 45 737 1,194
2.51 10 1.97 10.0 45 529 1,194
3.09 10 ·:l.43 5.09 45 436 1,194
3.76 10-3.11 1.69 45 372 1,194
4.14 10 -3.57 0.835 45 355 1,194
4.55 10 4.u7 0.342 45 346 1,194

~ SNR (dB) I Pe ~ Cave ICmaz ~ Nave = 339 + 19cave I N m az = 339 + 19cm az ~

Table 4.6. Order-2 simulation results for (64,45,8) extended BCR code.

1.54 10 1.43 116 975 2,543 18,864
2.51 10 2.06 41.5 972 1,128 18,807
3.09 10-2.55 16.9 896 661 17,363
3.76 10-3 •33 4.14 887 418 17,192
4.14 1O-3.8 :l 1.59 878 370 17,021
4.55 10 4.33 0.567 853 350 16,546

~ SNR (dB) I Pe ~ Cave ICmaz ~ Nave = 339 + 19cave I N m az = 339 + 19cmaz ~

extended BCR code are given in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, while Figure 4.18 compares these

numbers. We observe that contrarily to the (24,12,8) Golay code, the maximum

number of computations remains very high for order-2 reprocessing at practical SNR's.

Also, while the average number of computations decreases exponentially for both

order-1 and order-2 reprocessings, the difference between them remains important.

Finally, we mention that the cost of ordering becomes secondary for both orders of

reprocessing at low to medium SNR's.

(128,64,22) extended BCH code

The simulations for ordcr-2, order-S and order-4 dccodings of the (128,64,22) ex

tended BCR code are recorded respectively in Tables 4.7 to 4.9. For this code, the
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Figure 4.18. Number of computations for order-I (x) and order-2 (0) reprocessings
of the (64,45,8) extended BCH code.
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ordering requires 769 comparisons and order-D reprocessing is achieved with at most

63 additions. Then, the number of computations for phase-s reprocessing is evalu

ated from Table 4.1. These numbers are also compared in Figure 4.19. As expected,

the number of computations involved in both order-3 and order-4 reprocessings are

enormous. We observe that Nave decreases exponentially as the SNR increases and

for order-3 reprocessing, reaches manageable decoding complexities at BER's met in

practice. However, only the maximum number of computations of order-2 reprocess

ing allows a practical implementation of this decoding scheme.

This code was simulated in [22J and for the BER Pe = 1.57xlO-12 , their optimum

decoding algorithm requires the visit of at most 216,052 graph nodes and 42 on aver

age, for 35,000 simulated coded blocks. For 50,000 coded blocks and a similar SNR,

order-4 reprocessing suffers about 0.25 dB SNR loss but requires to consider at most

21,812 codewords and 1.17 on average. Note however that in both cases, the number

of simulated blocks is far too small to obtain reliable information at such an error

performance and in practice, a concatenated coding scheme instead of a single code is

implemented for such BER. In fact, the same number of computations was required

for order-3 reprocessing of the same blocks at this particular SNR. We conjecture

that for order-3 decoding, Cmax is reached within a sequence sufficiently long for the

error performance considered. However, for error performances of practical interest,

the order-3 decoding SNR loss is less than 0.4 dB with respect to the optimum one,

with Cmax = 43,744. In [22J, for a similar BER, the number of nodes visited be

comes enormous. We finally point out that our algorithm does not need any storage

requirement.

Comparison with Trellis Decoding

Table 4.10 compares the maximum number of operations needed for order-s re-
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Table 4.7. Order-2 simulation results for (128,64,22) extended BeR code (*: union
bound).

2.22 10 2.:.l 1,174 2,080 75,968 133,952
3.01 10 ·3.0 502 2,080 32,960 133,952
3.47 10 -3.6 236 2,080 15,936 133,952
3.98 10 4.4 64.0 2,080 4,928 133,952
4.56 10 -5.7 9.9 2,060 1,466 132,672
5.23 10 -6.6- 0.95 2,035 893 131,072

~ SNR (dB) I Pe ~ Cave I Cmax ~ Nave = 832 +64cave I N m az = 832 +64Cmax ~

Table 4.8. Order-3 simulation results for (128,64,22) extended BCR code (*: union
bound).

2.22 10 2.8 14,819 43,744 949,248 2,800,448
3.01 10 4.0 4,415 43,744 283,392 2,800,448
3.47 10-4•9 1,505 43,744 97,152 2,800,448
3.98 10-5.8 - 310 43,237 20,672 2,768,000
4.56 10 7.1- 32.9 30,372 2,938 1,944,640
5.23 10 -lS.1:I' 1.17 21,812 907 1,396,800

~ SNR (dB) I Pe ~ Cave I Cmax ~ Nave =832 +64cave IN m ax = 832 +64cm ax ~

Table 4.9. Order-4 simulation. results for (128,64,22) extended BCR code
(*: union bound).

2.22 10-3 .0 108,377 679,120 7,045,466 43,464,512
3.01 10-4 .5 21,104 679,096 1,372,721 43,462,976
3.47 10 -5.5 5,531 667,221 360,476 42,702,976
3.98 10 7 .2 - 847 480,286 56,016 30,739,136
4.56 10 -1:1.1 49 91,860 4,146 5,879,872
5.23 10-11 .3 - 1.17 21,812 1,038 1,396,800

~ SNR (dB) I Pe ~ Cave I Cmax ~ Nave = 832 +64cave I N max = 832 +64cm ax ~
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Table 4.10. Decoding complexity for order-i decoding and trellis decoding of some
well known codes.

code ~ trellis decoding m order-i decoding ISNR loss (Pe = to-6) ~

G(24,12,8) 1,351 1 244 $ 0.16 dB
2 1,036 -

RM(32,16,8) 2,399 1 400 s 0.3 dB
2 2,320 -

RM(32,26,4) 2,095 1 290 -
RM(64,22,16) 131,071 2 10,988 s 0.25 dB

3 75,668 -
RM(64,42,8) 544,640 1 1,266 s 0.4 dB

2 20,208 -
eBCH(64,36,12) 13,572,000 2 18,996 s 0.25 dB

3 218,916 -
eBCH( 64,45,8) 985,095 1 1,194 $ 0.47 dB

2 20,004 -

processing of some well known codes with the complexity of Viterbi decoding based

on their trellises. The decoding complexity of order-i reprocessing is evaluated from

Table 4.1 with the assumptions of Section 4.1.4. The trellis decoding complexities

are respectively taken from [15] for the (24,12,8) Golay code and the (32,16,8) RM

code, [37] for the otherRM codes and [38] for the extented BCH codes. For order-s

. reprocessing, we also indicate the loss in coding gain with respect to the practically

optimum error performance at Pe = to-6
• For the optimum error performance, our

decoding complexity is much less than that of the corresponding trellis decoding. The

ratio of the number of computations of both decoding schemes is about 50 for the

extended BCH codes, 25 for the (64,42,8) RM code, 5 for the (32,26,8) RM code

and about 1 for the other codes. The advantage of our decoding for the extended

BCH codes is due to the fact that these codes do not have as good decomposable

structures as RM codes or the Golay code. Therefore trellis decoding is not as effi

cient. For RM codes with R ~ 0.6, our decoding approach still largely outperforms
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the corresponding trellis decoding from a computational point of view since at most

order-2 reprocessing is performed. For rate R < 0.6 RM codes or the (24,12,8) Golay

code, only a slight advantage remains in favour of our decoding method. Also, when

reprocessing with the resource test described in Section 4.1.3, the average number of

computations becomes much smaller than the maximum one for Pe = 10-6
• However,

for speedup purposes, it is possible to ignore the resource test and implement order-s

reprocessing in parallel. Each parallel decoder is assigned a particular subset of posi

tions to process. In such case, the comparisons of Table 4.10 become significant and

suggest an advantage of our decoding scheme over trellis decoding at practical BER's.

Finally, Table 4.10 also shows that further important reductions of computations are

obtained for suboptimum decodings with good trade-off between error performance

and computational complexity.

Comparison with the Chase Algorithm 2

In [6], Chase adds to the HD decoding aof the received sequence all possible error

patterns e obtained by modifying any of the ldH /2J least reliable bits. These 2l dH/ 2J

vectors are successively decoded by an algebraic decoder, and the best solution is

recorded. Therefore, whenever the ML error performance is not achieved, the error

performance of this algorithm is dominated by the event that t +1 transmission errors

are present in the N - ldn /2J first most reliable positions of the ordered received

sequence [6]. In addition to compare the Chase algorithm 2 with our reprocessing

method, we propose to use the results of Section 3.1 to provide a new analysis of the

error performance of this algorithm. Tigher bounds on the error performance than

in [6] are derived.

From the results of Section 4.2.4, the bit error probability H(C2) associated with
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the Chase algorithm 2 is bounded by

with it < h < ... < it+t, Wd representing the weight distribution of the code

considered and nWi the number of codewords of weight Wi. Equation 4.54 shows that

at high SNR, the error performance of the Chase algorithm 2 is dominated by

(4.55)

Figures 4.20 and 4.21 compare the simulation results of the Chase algorithm 2 with

our reprocessing algorithm for the (32,16,8) and (64,42,8) RM codes. We also plotted

the theoretical bounds of Equation 4.54. We use Equation 4.53 to evaluate all terms

with secondary contribution to the union bound. We verify, using Equations 4.47

with i = 1 and the upper bound of Equation 4.54 that the Chase algorithm 2 starts

outperforming order-1 reprocessing for the BER Pe = 10-7•6 for the (32,16,8) RM code

and Pe = 10-10.1 for the (64,42,8) RM code. At these crossovers, respectively 0.35 dB

for the (32,16,8) RM code and 0.65 dB for the (64,42,8) RM code SNR gaps remain

between the the Chase algorithm 2 and the order-2 reprocessing error performance

curves, obtained from Equations 4.47 and 4.54. For both codes no practical difference

in error performance is observed between order-2 reprocessing and ML decoding. As

expected from Corollary 2 generalized, for a fixed dn, the performance degradation

of the Chase algorithm 2 with respect to the optimum ML error performance at

a particular BER increases with N. Therefore, at practical BER's, few orders of

reprocessing are sufficient to outperform the Chase algorithm 2.
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4.4 Equivalent Algorithm in the Dual Space of
the Code

In Section 2.2.2, we showed how to obtain the parity check matrix HI = [pT IN-K]

of the equivalent code after ordering. In this section, we apply our reprocessing

algorithm directly to HI, which is equivalent to the approach of [9, 10, 11]. For a

given code, error performances and decoding complexities equivalent to the original

algorithm are achieved. Based on the ordering, an efficient and structured search on

the columns of HI is realized.

4.4.1 Definitions

From the BPSK sequence a representing the HD decoding of z and defined in Sec

tion 4.1.3, we compute the syndrome

- - Ts = d HI' (4.56)

As defined in [9], the ML decoding rule becomes: "If 5 =I- 0, find the set L of columns

h1,i of HI, i E L, such that the sum of these columns is s and the sum of the decoding

costs associated with each column minimizes the sum of the decoding costs of any

group of columns summing to 5". If we define e = (ell e2, ... ,eN) with e, = 1 if i E L

and e, = 0 otherwise, then All A2"1 [Cd ED e] is the ML codeword, where Cd is the binary

N-tuple represented by the BPSK sequence a.
For 1 $; I $; I<, the order-I reprocessing of HI = [PIIN-K] is now defined as

follows:

For 1 ~ i s I, sum all possible groups t; of i columns of Pl. De

note 51 = (81,1,81,2,'" ,SI,N-K) as the obtained vector. Construct the

vector 52 = sED 51, and then the codeword Cd ill [e1e2], where e1 =
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(el,., el,2, ... ,el,K) with el,i = 1 if j E L, and el,i = 0 otherwise, and

e2 = 52. For each reconstructed codeword, determine its corresponding

BPSK sequence ;Co. Compute the squared Euclidean distance cfl(z, ;CO)

between the ordered received sequence z and the signal sequence ;co,

and record the codeword ii* for which ;c* is closest to z. When all the

E~=o ( If ) possible codewords have been tested, order-I reprocessing of a

is completed and the recorded codeword ii* is the final decoded codeword.

For 1 $ i ~ I, the process of summing all the possible groups of i columns of PI,

reconstructing the corresponding codewords and computing their squared Euclidean

distance from zis referred to phase-i of the order-I reprocessing. Note that phase

i reprocessing considers the sum of any group of i columns in the I< MRI positions,

which are indeed the same as before, due to the duality between HI and GI . Then it

adds the obtained (N - I<)-tuple to columns of IN-K to form the syndrome s. After

order-I reprocessing, the recorded codeword is not the ML codeword if and only if

more than I HD errors are present in the J( MRI positions. The order-I reprocessing

algorithms from GI and from HI are therefore equiva}ent, and have the same error

performance.

4.4.2 Resource test

Based on Equation 4.8, we associate with e = [Ehe2] the decoding cost

N

Ll(e) = Lei cAcd)
i=l
K N-K

E el,i 81,j(Cd) + E e2,i o2,Acd),
i=l i=l

(4..57)

and record the minimum decoding cost Llmin and its corresponding codeword ii*.

For any codeword candidate iio, phase-s reprocessing sums i columns of Pl. Then,
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N(aCl ) columns of IN-K are also added to form the syndrome a. If w(a) denotes the

Hamming weight of a, we need

(4.58)

since for a code of minimum distance dR, no less than dR columns of its parity check

matrix sum to 0 [26, p.64]. Let Df(a) denotes the set of the smallest max{O, du 

i - w(a)} bAcd)'S for which Sj = O. .If eCl represents the error associated with aCl,

eCl = aCl ffi Cd and we obtain

i

~(eCl) ~ E b1,j,,(Cd) + E b2,j,,(Cd)'

x=l j"ED[l(s)

(4.59)

Let assume a* has been recorded at phase-k reprocessing, k ~ i, so that ~(e*) = ~min'

Then, at phase-s reprocessing, for aCl #- a*,

(4.60)

We define Df(a*) as the set of the smallest max{O, dR - i - k - N(a*)} bj(Cd)'S for

which e2,i = O. This definition generalizes the definition of Df(a) since for order-O

reprocessing, e2 = a. Similarly to Equation 4.59, we get

I

~(eCl) ~ E b1,i,,(Cd) + E b2,i,,(Cd).
x=l j:r:ED[l(aO

)

(4.61)

(4.62)

For phase-s of order-l reprocessing, we compute for each codeword aCl' its associated

cost
I

~(eCl) = E b1,i,,(Cd) + E b2,i,,(Cd),

x=l i"ES(iiQ
)

so that S(aCl ) U {jl,j,}, ... ,jd represents the set of positions where the HD sequence

ais modified. Equation 4.9 implies

(4.63)
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Combining Equations 4.59 and 4.61, a necessary condition to process i O is

(4.64)

When considering the positions jhh,'" .i. in systematic decreasing order for phase-i

reprocessing, the equality of Equation 4.63 implies that Equation 4.64 is equivalent to

the resource test described in Section 4.1.3. Therefore, the described algorithm in the

dual space is exactly the same as before, both from a performance and computation

point of views. Its only advantage is whenever N - J( < J(, we store and process a

smaller matrix. Also, the derivation of the resource test is simplier with this approach

since a is the starting point of the reprocessing algorithm. In Section 4.1.3, a cost

difference with respect to ais introduced, which complicates the analysis. With this

version of our algorithm, an efficientsearch method valid for any code is now available

for ML decoding in the dual space of the code.
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Chapter 5

Further Reduction of

the Number of Computations

5.1

5.1.1

Additional Optimum Tests

Outer test

The resource test presented in Section 4.1 applies only for the reprocessing part of

the algorithm. However, it might be useless to sort the received sequence when only

few errors are present within the coded block. This suggests an outer test Tinit based

on an initial algorithm which is computationally cheap. This outer test provides a

first decision and decides either to accept this decoding, or to ignore it and process

the algorithm Aorder of Section 4.1.2, as depicted in Figure 5.1. The overall error

performance Pe(A) is upper bounded by

Pe(A) s Pe(Aorder) +Pe(Tinit), (5.1)

where Pe(Aorder) and Pe(Tinit) represent the error performances of respectively the

algorithm Aorder and the outer test (1init. For Pe(Tinid << PeeAorder), PeeA) ::::::::

Pe(Aorder) ~ Pr(t).

Suppose we choose Tinit as the syndrome test for the hard decision of the received

sequence r and the AWGN channel is modeled by the Binary Symmetric Channel
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Figure 5.1. Outer test modification.
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Table 5.1. Computation savings with syndrome test for (24,12,8) extended Golay
code.

~ SNR (dB) I Pe ~ (1 - Q(l))N Is-t«: ~
1.55 lO-l.b 0.052 0.052
3.01 10-2•4 0.140 0.141
3.98 10-3.1 0.245 0.246
5.23 1O-4 •b 0.437 0.434
6.02 10-6.0 0.576 0.574
6.99 10-7•5 0.736 0.733

(BSC) with cross-over probability e = Q(l), where Q(x) is given after Equation 3.2.

First, we check that

Pe(Tinit)::; L wiQ(l)i (1- Q(l))N-i «Pr(t:),
i:WiEW(C)

(5.2)

where W(C) denotes the weight distribution of the code C considered. The average

number of computations required becomes

where N(Tinit) is the number of computations for computing the syndrome, and

Nave(Aorder I Tinit < 0) is the average number of computations realized by the al

gorithm Aorder when the syndrome is non-zero. Indeed, Nave(Aorder I Jinit < 0) >

Nave (Aorder), and for the syndrome test, Tinit > 0 implies order-O is optimum since

Equation 5.2 guarantees no transmission errors in the coded block considered, so that

D+(xs) = 0. Therefore, (1 - Q(l)) N represents the fraction of sorting savings in this

case. These savings were not taken into account when we evaluated the performance

of our algorithm since outer tests can be adapted to any algorithm. However, the

savings may vary significantly from one algorithm to another.

Table 5.1 depicts the savings on sorting for the (24,12,8) extended Golay code
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when initially testing the syndrome. The ratio NT/Ntot represents the ratio of the

number of satisfied syndrome tests to the total number of simulated blocks. We ob

serve no relevant difference between the simulated and theoretical savings. For this

code, at Pe ~ 10-6 , the syndrome test is satisfied at 57%. About the same saving is

achieved for the number of computations since at this SNR, the total computational

cost is almost entirely due to the sorting operation. For the (128,64,22) extended

BCH code, the syndrome test provides almost no savings (0.012% at Pe ~ 10-6 ) .

As expected, the syndrome test is efficient only when the sorting cost dominates the

computational cost, which is generally the case only for codes with N :5 32 at medium

to high SNR's. .

5.1.2 Resource improvement

In this section, we improve Ri(xOt
) defined in Equation 4.21 by generalizing a result

of [8]. Other existing algorithms, such as [22], should also benefit from the same

improvement.

As in Section 4.1.3, Xc is the codeword candidate recorded by the algorithm, for

which m =1 D+(xc) I. In addition, we also define Xo as the codeword candidate which

minimizes rno =/ D+(x Ot
) lover all codewords xOt processed so far by the algorithm.

We let x' be any new codeword candidate to be processed by the algorithm. As in [8],

we define

(5.4)

hl represents the number of positions where Xc provides a better decoding cost than

x', We easily verify that the proof of Equation 7 of [8] still holds when substituting

rna to rno =1 D+(XA) I, where XA is the BPSK sequence representing the codeword
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delivered by an algebraic decoder. The generalization of Equation 7 of [8] provides

(5.5)

Since phase-i of order-l reprocessing of xOt modifies at most i of the hI bits defined

in Equation 5.4 in the MRI positions of xOt
, at least hI - i other bits of D" (XCI)

have to be changed. For phase-s of order-l reprocessing, we define DR(xOt
) as the

set of the dH - l(m + rno)/2J - i values of n-(x) with smallest magnitudes. Then,

Equation 4.21 can be rewritten, when substituting DR(XOl
) by DR(xCI

) , as

Ri(XOl
) = L c5j (xOI

) + L c5j (xOl
) .

oj(;ca)ED+(;cO) oj(;ca)EDR(;ca)

(5.6)

With the use of Equation 5.6, our algorithm becomes slightly more complex. As

in Section 4.1.3, we test whether the stopping condition for phase-s of order-l repro

cessing is satisfied for x'. In addition, we also check whether I D+(x') 1< rno, in which

case rno is set to I D+(x') I and Ravailable(i), defined in Equation 4.23 is updated with

the new definition of Equation 5.6. Note that if the algorithm starts by testing the

codeword delivered by an algebraic decoder, then rno takes immediately its minimum

value mo and we obtain the case considered in [8]. Also, in the worst case, rno = m

or equivalently, xc = xo, which provides the criterion derived in Section 4.1.3, based

on [31]. We finally mention that whenever rno ~ t, where t = l(dH - 1)/2J is the

error capability of the code, then rno =mo.

Figure 5.2 represents the percentage of computation savings for order 1 and or-

der 2 reprocessings of the (24,12,8) Golay code, when simulating 250,000 blocks. We

observe that the percentage of savings is not very important and decreases as the SNR

increases, both for order 1 and order 2 reprocessings. Also, from the simulations, we

observed that rno = rno is almost never satisfied. If we update Equation 4.23 only

when rno ~ t, the percentage of computation savings falls to less than 0.04%. For
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the (128,64,22) extended BCH code, the percentage of savings provided by order 3

and order 4 reprocessings of 50,000 blocks are respectively less than 0.03% and 0.05%

for Pe ~ 10-2 • In addition, rno ~ t was never satisfied. Therefore, for short codes,

such as the (24,12,8) Golay code, a small but interesting reduction of computations is

provided by the more complex version of Equation 4.23. However, the gain becomes

negligible for long codes such as the (128,64,22) extended BCH code.

These simulations confirm the fact that starting the decoding algorithm based

either on a codeword which minimizes the Hamming distance from the received se

quence, or equivalently the number of bits in error in the received sequence, or on

a codeword which minimizes the the number of MRI bits in error in the received

sequence provides two codewords which, whenever they differ, are far apart in the

Euclidean space. Therefore, one can perform in parallel order-O reprocessing as de

scribed in Section 2.2.1 and algebraic decoding. Ravailable(i) is then updated with rno

provided by the algebraic decoder. Since the simulations have shown that rno = rno

was hardly satisfied, a more powerful resource test than the test based on the updating

of rno is immediately available, at the expense of the algebraic decoding. It is impor

tant to notice that the algebraic decoder must always deliver the closest codeword in

Hamming distance to the codeword represented by the HD BPSK sequence adefined

in Section 4.1.3. Otherwise, the efficiency of the test is greatly reduced. However,

at medium to low SNR's for ML decoding, and thus at SNR's where a powerful test

is mostly needed, usual algebraic decoders such as the Berlekamp-Massey decoder or

Majority Logic based decoders perform poorly. They hardly deliver the codeword

with smallest rno whenever more than t errors occur, which is common at such low

SNR's for HD decoding. More elaborated algebraic decoders, based for instance on

the step by step procedure described in [39, p.38] have to be implemented.
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5.2 Probabilistic Tests

The stopping criteria considered so far reduce the number of computations while

preserving optimality. It should be however possible to further reduce the number of

computations based on probabilistic tests.

5.2.1 On discarding some "reliable" positions

A natural way to reduce the number of computations for phase-s reprocessing is to

discard i-tuples which corresponds to the first MRI positions. Based on Equation 4.47,

the decoding strategy for phase-i reprocessing of a given code becomes,

Find the set of i-tuples Si = {(jbh,'" ,ji)} with largest cardinality

such that

Nave(l)
N

L Pe(jl,i2,'" .u:N) « Pb(i).
(it ,h.· ..,ii)eSj

(5.7)

During phase-s reprocessing, do not consider the positions in S«.

Determining S, may be extremely long and tedious, especially for medium to high

dimension codes. However, the effort has to be done only once for a particular code.

A weaker but simplier test is, for phase-i reprocessing of a given code,

For each i-I-tuples (jt,l2,'" ,ii-I), determine the largest 0:' < il

such that

Nave(l ) (J() P ( .. . N) D(')'N i eO:',)l,)2,''',)i-l; «c r; z. (5.8)

During phase-i reprocessing, stop at position 0:' for the corresponding

i-I-tuple (j.,l2,'" ,ii-d.

Table 5.2 contains the values of 0:' satisfying Equation 5.8 for Pe ~ 10-10 , when con

sidering phase-2 reprocessing of the (24,12,8) Golay code. No reduction based on
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Table 5.2. a's for phase-2 reprocessing of the (24,12,8) Golay code

J1 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
a 5 6 6 7 7 - - - - - -

candidates 7 5 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 19
savings 4 5 5 6 6 6 5 4 3 2 1 47

Equation 5.8 is possible for phase-I reprocessing of this code. From this table, we

conclude that for error performances of practical interest, only 19 codewords have to

be considered by phase-2 reprocessing. This signifies that after ordering, near opti

mum performance is achieved while considering only 32 codeword candidates out of

the 4,096 possible. When processing only these 32 codewords, we observe from sim-

ulations that the optimum error performance of order-2 reprocessing is altered by at

most 0.01 dB. Figure 5.3 depicts the corresponding computational savings. Despite

reducing the maximum number of codewords from 79 candidates to 32, only a small

amount of computations is saved on average. This is not totally surprising since for

this code, order-l and order-2 reprocessings have similar error performances. How

ever, the maximum number of computations decreases from 1,036 to 472 operations.

This represents a very significant reduction from a practical point of view since the

worse case the decoder has to be designed for is reduced by more than half.

For the (32,26,4) RM code, the same approach shows that considering the 10

least reliable codewords of order-I reprocessing is sufficient to achieve near-optimum

performance. From Table 4.1, this corresponds to at most 194 addition-equivalent

operations, with respect to 290 for the complete order-l reprocessing. In [11], only

188 operations are required in the worst case to achieve optimum decoding. The

computation gain of the algorithm of [11] is due to the ordering cost. Our algorithm

requires a total ordering of the received sequence, which is achieved with at most
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129 operations. In [11], at most 63 additions are sufficient to determine 9 minima.

This suggests that for very high rate code, combining the approach described in this

section with the algorithm of [11] should provide near optimum error performance

with very few computations. For such codes, a total ordering is not necessary.

5.2.2 Threshold test

In [34], Dorsch proposes a decoding algorithm similar to the algorithm of Section 4.1,

for a J-ary output channel. Starting from the same codeword aas in Section 2.2.1, the

codeword candidates are processed in increasing costs order until a given threshold is

reached. At that point, the remaining codewords are discarded. In this section, we

analyze the error performance of a simple stopping criterion based on a similar idea.

We show the savings in computations of this approach, but also its limitations for

practical applications.

Definition

Using the BSC model, the average number of errors per received block is simply

NQ(I). However, for a code whose weight distribution approaches a binomial distri

bution, we showed in Section 4.2.1 that on average, (N - I<)/2 least reliable parity

check bits are in error whenever one MRI bit is wrong. In general, NQ(l) «

(N - J()/2, which suggests a threshold T to distinguish between the two cases. Note

however that, as in [34], the optimum value of T depends on No, which may limit the

practical applications of this approach.

The threshold test becomes, for n+(a) defined in Equation 4.9.

If I n+(a) 1:5 T, then accept ~HD as the decoded codeword.

Else, start phase-l reprocessing as in Section 4.1.2.
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With this additional test, the algorithm stops after order-O instead of starting phase-l

reprocessing in cases where the resource test is not satisfied. Therefore, additional

computations are spared.

Performance analysis

We define peT) as the probability that a is not the ML codeword, but satisfies the

threshold test of Section 5.2.2. For order-i reprocessing, Equation 4.47 becomes

(5.9)

where Pb(T) is the bit error probability associated with peT). Based on Equation 5.9,

we need to choose T such as Pb(T) « Pr(E) +Pbi.

Let Be be the set of ordered positions i E [1, I<] where a differs from the ML

codeword. The probabilities corresponding to a miss or a false alarm are respectively

PM - Pr(1 n+(a) 1:5 T I Be =l0})

PFA = Pr (I n+(a) I> T I Be = 0}) .

(5.10)

(5.11)

We observe that PM results in a decoding error while whenever PFA occurs, only

unnecessary operations are realized.

Since Pe(i,j; N) « Pe(i; N), we assume that single errors dominate the error

performance, so that I Be 1= 0 or I Be 1= 1. If I Be 1= 0, a parity check position is in

error with probability Po = NQ(I)/(N - I<) on average. Therefore,

If I Be 1= 1, a parity check position is in error with probability PI = 1/2 on average,

when assuming a binomial weight distribution, and

Pr (I n+(a) 1= i liBel = 1) = 2- CN- K ) ( N-;K ).
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Figure 5.4 depicts the theoretical distributions of Equations 5.12 and 5.13 with the

simulation results for the (128,64,22) extended BCH code, with SNR = 3.0 dB.

We observe an excellent matching, which justifies the validity of our assumption.

Equations 5.12 and 5.13 also confirm that the optimum value of T varies with No, since

the distribution associated with Equation 5.12 changes with No while the distribution

described by Equation 5.13 remains fixed.

From Equations 5.10 and 5.13, we obtain

T
P < 2-(N-K) " ( N-:K )M_ ~.,

i=O

(5.14)

which is independent of No. Then, by applying the union bound to our assumption

and since peT) ~ PM . Pr(ISel = 1), we find

peT) s (t, Pe(i; N)) PM,

or equivalently, when combining Equations 5.14 and 5.15,

Pb(T) s (N - K)j2 +1) (T(N-K) t (Ni K )) (tPe(i;N)).
N ,=0 ,=1

Simulation results

(5.15)

(5.16)

Figure 5.5 represents the simulation results for order-3 reprocessing of the (128,64,22)

extended BCR code with T taking the values 15, 17, 20 and 22. For these values,

we also plotted the theoretical error performances of Equation 5.9 after substitut-

ing Equation 5.16. As expected, the error performance depends on the SNR for a

fixed threshold. Figure 5.5 shows that as soon as geT) becomes the dominant term

in Equation 5.14, the error performance rapidly diverges from the optimum perfor

mance, resulting in a poor decoding scheme. The average number of computations

saved is represented on Figure 5.6, and for each point, the corresponding performance
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degradation with respect to the optimum order-3 reprocessing is indicated in brack

ets. As long as T is chosen small enough to preserve the optimum error performance,

important savings are obtained, as shown in Figure 5.6 for T = 17. We also notice

from this figure that a too small value of T, such as T = 15, results in a large reduc

tion of the full potential of computational savings.

From these results, we conclude that the simple threshold test proposed in this

section may result in 30 to 40% computational savings for order-3 reprocessing of

the (128,64,22) extended BCH code, which is indeed very attractive. However, these

savings are possible only with an accurate choice of T for a given SNR. The practical

application of this scheme, as well as any probabilistic stopping criterion based on the

same approach is therefore limited, since a too small value of T significantly reduces

the number of savings while a too large value drastically alters the error performance.

Only an adaptive threshold test can provide the optimum computational savings.

5.3 Decomposables Codes

For long codes with large dimensions, high order reprocessing is generally required

to achieve optimum performance or a desired level of error performance. High order

reprocessing results in a large number of computations which render the decoding

algorithm of Chapter 4 impractical for implementation. In this case, certain struc

tural properties of a code may be used to reduce the computation complexity, e.g,

decomposable properties [14, 17]. If a code can be decomposed as a multilevel code,

e.g. RM codes, the proposed reprocessing scheme may be incorporated with either

optimal coset decoding [15] or suboptimal multi-stage decoding [19, 20] to reduce

the computational complexity. Since each component code of a decomposable code

has a smaller dimension than that of the code itself, the number of computations

required to reprocess the hard decision decoding for each component. code will be
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much reduced. This will result in a significant reduction in the overall computation

complexity.

In this section, we present how to adapt the decoding algorithm of Chapter 4 to

decomposable codes. We choose the lulu +vi construction and discuss both optimum

coset decoding and suboptimum closest coset decoding. Generalization to other de

compositions, which may further reduce the computational complexity for some codes

such as RM codes, follows in a similar way.

5.3.1 Coset decoding of the lulu + vI construction

Definitions

We assume the generator matrix G of the (N, K, dH ) code considered is of the form

(5.17)

where Gi is the generator matrix of an (N/2, Ki, dH; ) code Gil and dH = min(2dH1 ,dH2 ) [27,

p.76]. Let Cu and c; represent the codewords corresponding to the codes Gl and G2 ,

and define cl = cu, C-2 = Cu EB c;, with ci = (£:i,l, Ci,2, ..• ,Ci,N/2)' Then, the codeword

c = Icilcil = IculcuEBc;'/ is mapped into the BPSK sequence x = Ixilx2/. The corre

sponding noisy received sequence is denoted y = IYi IY21 = Ixi +wllx2 +W2/, where

Wi is a N/2-dimensional Gaussian with mean 0 and covariance matrix No/2 . IN/ 2•

G can be viewed as the union of 2K 2 cosets of the (N, /(1, 2dH 1 ) repetition code 61

with generator matrix [G l Gd. The 2K 2 coset leaders are obtained by concatenating

the N/2 all-O vector with each codeword of C2 • At the receiver, each coset can be

decoded independently, after removing the contribution of its coset leader from the

received sequence y = /YiIY"2I. For ·BPSK transmission of x = IXllx2!, Xl,i = X2,i

whenever the i th bit of the coset leader is 0 and Xl,i = -X2,i whenever this bit is l.

Therefore, for each coset, the contribution of its coset -Ieader is easily cancelled by
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changing the sign of Y2,i whenever the ith bit of the coset leader is 1. After this trivial

operation, the 2K :z decodings of the repetition code 61 can be realized in parallel.

Then, the final decoding is obtained by comparing the 2K :z decoding costs of each

coset decoding.

For the repetition of a BPSK symbol a =±1 over the AWGN model, the associ

ated aposteriori probability is

(5.18)

if Yl,i and Y2,i are the two corresponding noisy received symbols. The log-likelihood

ratio L(Xl,i) associated with the repetition of a BPSK symbol over the AWGN model

is therefore proportional to

(5.19)

Also, after scaling the contribution to the ML decoding of y as

for a E {±1}, we obtain

di(a) - di(-a) = -a(YI,i + Y2,d = ±IYI,i + Y2,il·

(5.20)

(5.21)

Equation 5.19 and 5.21 show that the decoding of the repetition code 61 can be

realized by decoding the code CI with the algorithm described in Chapter 4. The

ordering is done with respect to IYI,i +Y2,i/, which also becomes the decoding cost

ci(a) associated with the i th bit.

Performance analysis

Without loss of generality, weassume that the all-(-l) BPSKsequence is transmitted.

The corresponding received reliability measure is I - 2 + Wt,i +W2,i/, which is the
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magnitude of a normal random variable with mean -2 and variance No. Based on

Appendix C, the same error performance as in Section 4.2 remains valid. After

phase-i of order-l reprocessing, Equation 4.47 becomes

(5.22)

where Fbi is obtained after substituting RNo/ R1 for No/2 in Equation 4.43, which

is defined for BPSK transmission of ±1 over the AWGN channel with associated

variance No/2 and the code C1 with rate R1 = J(t!N1 • The ratio R/R1 is due to the

energy normalization since we now encode with a rate R = J(/N = (/(1 + J(2)/N

code. When Ai « Prte), order-(i - 1) reprocessing of the repetition code 61 is

sufficient to obtain optimum error performance.

Simulation results

Figure 5.7 compares Equation 5.22 with the simulation results for the (32,16,8) RM

code. At Pe = 10-6
, order-O decoding of the 1(16,11,4)1(16,11,4)/ code 61 suffers a

0.6 dB coding loss with respect to the ML error performance and a 0.3 dB coding

loss with respect to order-I decoding of the (32,16,8) RM coder, while order-1 de

coding of 61 achieves the optimum error performance. Based on Table 4.1, for each

coset, this corresponds to at most 16 operations for the reliability measures, 49 for

sorting 16 values, 4 for order-O decoding and 55 for order-I reprocessing, so a max

imum of 124. Then, at most 31 comparisons are required to determine the decoded

codeword from the coset solutions. The practically optimum error performance of the

(32,16,8). RM code is achieved with Order-2 reprocessing, which requires a maximum

of 2,320 operations. Indeed, 32· 124+31 > 2,320, but a parallel implementation of

the 32 cosets speeds up the decoding process and it is usually cheaper to implement

32 simple order-I decoders instead of the single order-2. The minimum trellis of the
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Table 5.3. Independent order-l simulation results for the 32 cosets of the (32,16,8)
RM code.

1.55 10-1.59 1.46 11 86 124
2.22 10-1.94 1.44 11 85 124
3.01 10 -:l.4:1 1.41 11 85 124
3.47 10 -2.78 1.39 11 85 124
3.98 10 -3.2:.! 1.36 11 84 124
4.56 10 3.84 1.32 11 , 84 124
5.24 10 4.w 1.26 11 83 124

~ SNR (dB) I Pe ~ Cmar ~ Nave = 69 + 5ca ve I N mar = 69 + 5Cmar ~

(32,16,8) RM code contains 8 parallel sections, each of 8 states [15]. For each sec

tion, the decoding is achieved with 479 operations [37]. While these numbers can not

be directly compared since the number of independent parallel decoders is different,

they still provide information about the decoding complexity of both schemes. Also,

as mentioned in [11], each coset can determine its ordering from the sorting of the

32 values /Yl,i ± Y2,il, which requires 32+129 operations. Then order-l reprocessing

is achieved within each coset with at most 59 operations. The number of compu-

tations for 1,000,000 simulated blocks with order-1 decoding of the repetition code

1(16,11,4)/(16,11,4) are presented in Table 5.3. In this first implementation, each of

the 32 cosets orders its corresponding received sequence independently and delivers

its final solution after achieving order-1 reprocessing. Nave and Nm ar represent the

average and maximum number of computations per coset for order-1 reprocessing, at

each decoding step. We observe that at any SNR, the maximum number of computa

tions 124 is reached, and more surprisingly, that the average number of computations

is rather stable around 85. This is due to the fact that after removing the contribu

tion of each coset leader, some resulting sequences become so unprobable that the 11

codeword candidates of order-1 reprocessing are checked. These sequences are dis-
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Table 504. Order-1 simulation results for the survivor cosets of the (32,16,8) RM
code.

1.55 10 '1.:>1:1 0.257 9 0.929 11 70 132
2.22 10-1.94 0.144 8 0.786 11 70 131
3.01 10 -:.1.45 0.0593 6 0.580 9 70 119
3047 10 -:.1.7/$ 0.0325 5 0.500 9 70 118
3.98 10 -3.22 0.0152 4 00402 9 70 117
4.56 10-3 .84 0.0056 3 0.305 5 70 96
5.24 10 4.70 0.0014 1 0.05 1 70 74

~ SNR (dB) I Pe ~ c«; IGomax ~ Cave ICmax ~ Nave INmax ~

carded at the final comparison stage but they dominate the computation complexity

of each coset decoder.

Another approach is to include a resource test after order-D reprocessing. As in

Section 4.1.3, the available resource within each coset is determined based on order-O

reprocessing. Then, this resource is tested with respect to the minimum cost of the

32 cosets. Whenever the available resource within a coset is not sufficient to improve

the minimum cost of the 32 cosets, this coset is discarded and order-1 reprocessing,

as well as a final comparison are spared. This way, no significant additional cost

is introduced since the 31 comparisons to select the best of 32 candidates are now

realized after order-O decoding. Only the comparisons required to select the best can

didate of the survivor cosets are added, but this number is expected to be small. The

number of computations for order-I reprocessing is thus greatly reduced, as shown

in Table 504. In this table, Nave and Nmax still represent the average and maximum

number of computations per coset for order-1 reprocessing, at each decoding step.

We also indicated the avera.ge and maximum number of cosets Goavc and Gomax per-

forming order-I reprocessing at each decoding step. While depending on the SNR,

these numbers remain extremely small, which indicates that this two-stage decoding
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method is extremely efficient in terms of computation complexity. Since the number

of remaining cosets for order-I reprocessing is always much smaller than 32, a signif

icant reduction of computations for order-l reprocessing with respect to the previous

implementation is achieved. For example, for 50,000 blocks at a SNR of 3.0 dB, the

independent implementation of the 32 cosets requires 32 . 1.41 . 50,000 = 2,256,000

operations for order-I reprocessing, while the second version achieves the same per

formance with 0.0593·0.580·50,000 = 1,720 operations. However, for this code, in

both cases, ordering and order-O reprocessing represent the dominating cost. Com

paring Tables 5.3 and 5.4 confirms the fact that in the first implementation, most

of the computations for order-l reprocessing are processed within unprobable cosets

which are discarded at the final selection stage. In the second approach, order-Il re

processing is often optimum for the survivor cosets since Nave < 1. In fact, Cave << 1

indicates that in most of the cases, no survivor cosets are found. Then the code

word corresponding to the coset of minimum cost immediately becomes the decoding

solution. This fact is not surprising since for the (32,16,8) RM code, order-It coset

decoding performs close to optimality, as shown on Figure 5.7. In general, for the

second coset decoding approach, order-O decoding allows one to dynamically select

the survivor cosets in which order-1 reprocessing should be pursued. Generalization

of this method to other decomposable codes, with possibly higher reprocessing orders,

should also provide excellent results, as long as the number of cosets or the optimum

reprocessing order remain manageable.

Similarly, we find that order-2 reprocessing of the repetition code 1(32, 16,8)/(32,16,8)/

for each of the 64 cosets of the (64,22,16) RM code achieves optimum error perfor

mance, while order-l reprocessing achieves near optimum error performance. For each

coset, we realize at most 32 +129+ 15 + 256 + 1,920 = 2,352 operations for order-2

reprocessing and 432 operations for order-1 reprocessing, while for similar error per-
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formances, order-S and order-2 reprocessings of the (64,22,16) RM code require at

most respectively 321 + 41 + 924 + 9,702 + 64,680 = 75,668 and 10,988 operations.

Also, the trellis decoding of the (32,16,8) RM code requires 2,399 operations [15J.

The minimum trellis of the (64,22,16) RM code based on the 4-level decomposition

also has 64 parallel sections, each of 16 states [15). The trellis decoding is achieved

with 2,047 operations per section [37J, which suggests that application of our algo

rithm to the 4-level decomposition should further improve the decoding cost of this

code. Also, the algorithm of (11) can no longer be applied efficiently to this code since

N1 - 1(1 = 16 is too large.

5.3.2 Closest coset decoding of the lulu +vI construction

The coset decoding of Section 5.3.2 becomes impractical whenever [(2 is large. For

instance, optimum coset decoding of the (64,42,8) RM code based on the lulu + vI

construction requires a decomposition into 216 cosets. For this code as well as any

RM code, more efficient decompositions exist [15J, but in general, this may not be

the case. In (19), Hemmati proposes a 2-stage decoding of codes constructed from

the lulu + vi construction. The first stage selects one of the 2K2 coset candidates

and then, the decoding of the repetition code 61 within this coset is realized. This

approach was then generalized to other decompositions in (20).

Definitions

We follow the notations introduced in Section 5.3.1. For Q = ±1, the aposteriori

probability associated with the symbol Xv,i = (-1 yv,i = Q corresponding to the code

C2 is

1 ( _(1/1,;-1)2+(Y2,.-0)2 _ (YI,i+1)2+(1/2,;+0)2)

P(Xv,i = Q IYl,i,Y2,i) = 2 (1I"Nof l / 2 e . No +e No ,

(5.23)
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if YI,i and Y2,i are the two corresponding noisy received symbols. Taking the maximum

of the two terms in both the numerator and the denominator of the likelihood ratio

formed from Equation 5.23, the log-likelihood ratio L(Xv,i) associated with Xv,i is well

approximated by

L(Xv,i) R:: min (2(Yl,i +Y2,i), -2(YI,i +Y2,i)) - min (2(Yl,i - Y2,i), -2(Yl,i - Y2,i» ,

(5.24)

which is equivalent to

(5.25)

after proper scaling. Based on Equation 5.25, we order the pairs (/Yl,d, /Y2,i/) with

respect to min(IYl,d,IY2,d) and then process the generator matrix G2 of C2 as in

Section 2.2.1 to determine the [(2 MRI positions. The resulting matrix is denoted

Gv •

For i E [1,N/2], we define d~ and d~ as the decisions associated with the ilh

position of the ordering and Yl and Y~ as the received symbols in the ordered sequence.

The bit d~ is allowed any binary value while only the [(2 MRI bits d~, i E [1, [(2] can

be chosen independently. Based on these choices, the remaining d~'s, i E [K2 +1, N/2]

are computed from Gv • For i E [1,Nj2], the contribution of d~ and d~ to the ML cost

function is

(5.26)

Equation 5.26 shows that if d~ is changed into d~ ffi 1, it is always possible to choose

d~ such that ~i(a) is changed into ~i(a) ± min(lyU, Iy~/). As in Section 5.3.1, this

suggests that the algorithm of Chapter 4 can be adapted to choose the most likely

coset in the first stage of closest coset decoding. This algorithm is described in

Appendix D. It is then straightforward to remove the contribution of the coset leader

and perform the algorithm described in Section 5.3.1 for the second stage decoding.
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Performance analysis

We again assume that the all-(-1) sequence is transmitted and define the random

variable

Z = .min (/}il/Xi = -1).
IE[l,2)

Then, from Equation C.5, the density function of Z is

_C.rt1)2
eo,

(5.27)

(5.28)

where m2 = min{-z, z} and M2 = max{-z, z}. We observe that fz(z) is not sym-

metrical with respect to the origin, but for X = 1, we obtain its mirror image with

respect to the origin.

After ordering a sequence of length N /2 with respect to IZI, the density of the i th

value Zi in the ordering is, from Equation C.5,

(N/2)' u: roo )i-l (1M ; ) N/2-i
!Zi(Zi) = (i _ l)!(N/; _ i)! -00 !z(z)dz + 1M; !z(z)dz 1m; !z(z)dz

'!Z(Zi), (5.29)

where mi = min{-Zi, Zi}, Mi = max{ -Zi, ziJ and !z(z) is defined in Equation 5.28.

Equation 5.29 is depicted in Figure 5.8 for N /2 = 16 and No =0.5. Comparing this

figure with Figure 3.1 shifted by -1, we observe similar bimodal density curves, with

the curves of Figure 5.8 closer together and narrower. Smaller noise magnitudes are

therefore more probable for each position i, 'which is expected since we consider the

worst value of a pair of random variables represented on Figure 3.1. By comparing

Figure 5.9 with Figure 3.2, one finds the second mode of the density curve is closer

to the origin and has a much larger mass. Therefore, the corresponding Peeij N) will

be larger for the studied case, as expected.

For equiprobable BPSK transmission of X = ±1, since !z(z) = !z'( -z), where
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f z' (z) represents the density function of Z' = miniE[l,2](IYi IXi = 11), the probabil

ity that the hard decision of the i th symbol of the ordered sequence formed by the

minimum value of each pair (IYl,d, IY2,il) of length N/2 is in error is given by

(5.30)

For larger numbers of positions in error, expressions similar to Equation 5.30 hold (

see Appendix C).

Based on the algorithm described in Appendix D, the probability that the coset

leader after Step 4, or equivalently order-D reprocessing, contains more than i l errors

in the first 1<2 MRI positions is dominated by Pbi l , computed from Equation 4.43

with the density function of Equation 5.28. If order-s- reprocessing is processed at

the second decoding stage, its associated bit error probability Pbi2 is defined as in

Equation 5.22. Therefore, the bit error probability associated with the event that a

codeword is in error after phase-s. reprocessing at stage 1 and phase-s- reprocessing

at stage 2 is upper bounded by,

(5.31)

where Pr(f) represents the bit error probability associated with the optimum closest

coset decoding. In [20], it is shown that Pr(f) is upper bounded by

(5.32)

where Pr(f) is the bit error probability associated with the ML decoding. Equa

tion 5.32 is based on the fact that any N/2-tuple is allowed to represent C1 during

the coset selection. A much tighter bound has been derived in [40J. For the lulu +vi
construction, the exact equivalent weight distribution for CCD can be determined,

as presented in Appendix E. This new result is used to compare theoretical and

simulated error performance in the next section.
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Simulation results

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 depict the simulation results for closest coset decoding of the

(32,16,8) and (64,42,8) RM codes. On these figures, the legend "Orders i + j" in

dicates order-i reprocessing at the first stage and order-j reprocessing at the second

stage. For the (32,16,8) RM code, we observe that order-2 reprocessing at the first

stage and order-l reprocessing at the second stage achieve the CCD error perfor

mance. Also, order-l reprocessing at the first stage and order-O reprocessing at the

second stage perform within 0.1 dB of the CCD error performance, for an important

reduction of computations. Similar conclusions hold for the (64,42,8) RM code, with a

loss within 0.2 dB for the second scheme. Therefore, for Pe = 10-6
, since closest coset

decoding suffers respectively a 0.61 dB coding loss for the (32,16,8) RM code and a

0.57 dB coding loss for the (64,42,8) RM code, the scheme with order-l reprocessing

at the first stage and order-O reprocessing at the second stage offers the best trade

off between error performance and computation complexity. This decoding for the

(32,16,8) RM code is realized with at most 16 comparisons to determine each mini

mum, 49 for sorting, 10 operations for order-O and 5 . 11 = 55 operations for order-l

reprocessings of the first stage, and 16 +49 +4 operations for order-O reprocessing of

the second stage, so a total of 199 real operations for a 3.8 dB coding gain. Similarly,

for the (64,42,8) RM code, we obtain a maximum number of 32 +129+ 15+16 . 16

operations for order-l reprocessing at the first stage and 32 +129+ 5 operations for

order-O reprocessing at the second stage, so a total of 598 operations for a 4.4 dB

. coding gain. Also, the average number of operations is much less than these maxima

for both schemes when using the resource test described in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 6

Generalization to

the Raleigh Fading Channel

In this chapter, we present how to generalize the statistics obtained in Chapter 3

for the AWGN model to another channel model, the Raleigh fading channel with

coherent detection.

6.1 Channel Model

Whenever scattering alter the signal transmission, fading effects have to be included

in the channel model. We assume the in-phase and quadrature components of the

analog signal x(t) modulate the carriers y'2coswot and y'2 sin wot. If no particular

path dominates among all paths, then the received signal yet) associated with x(t)

is [41, 42, p.529]

y(t) = a x(t)V2 cos (wot - 0) + w(t), (6.1)

where wet) represents the usual AWGN, and 0 and a are respectively the uniformly

distributed phase and the Raleigh distributed amplitude due to the channel. If co

herent detection is possible, the discrete time channel model corresponding to Equa

tion 6.1 for BPSK transmission of X E {±1} is simply

Y=AX+W,
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where W has a Gaussian distribution and A is Raleigh distributed. Despite the fact

that the phase ambiguity might be difficult to resolve practically, this model has been

widely used in the litterature [6, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47]. We therefore assume that the

phase changes are slow enough to implement a phase-locked loop type receiver [41].

Based on the model described by Equation 6.2, we first show in Appendix F that

for BPSK transmission with Xi E {-I, +1}, PYIX (Yl I X = sd > PYIX (Y2 IX = 82)

is equivalent to IYl 1>1 Y2 I, where Si =sgn(Yi) represents the HD decoding of Yi. As

in Section 2.2.1, we can therefore associate wi' h each received symbol Y its reliability

measure IY Iand order the symbols within each received coded block with respect to

this measure.

6.2 Statistics after Ordering

To evaluate the error performance of our decoding algorithm, as well as any decoding

algorithm based on the ordering with respect to lyl, we need to determine the appro

priate statistics after ordering. In Chapter 3, the statistics of the noise after ordering

are sufficient to evaluate the error performance of the algorithm. For a particular

transmitted symbol X, we have now to consider the joint contribution of the noise

value W and the fading amplitude A. Assuming a sufficient level of interleaving, the

three random variables X, Wand A are independent of each other. Since X takes

equiprobable values in {±I}, we assume that the all-(-1) BPSK sequence has been

transmitted to evaluate the error performance of the considered decoding algorithm.

To this end, wedefine the new random variable Z = (Y IX = -1) = W - A, which

implies fz(z) = PYIX (z IX = -1), where fz(z) represents the density function of Z.
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We find in Appendix F that

fz(z) = ( No ) (1rNo)- 1/2 e-io _ 2 (No + 1)-3/2Z e-N~:l Q ( V2z ) .
No+1 JNo(No+ 1)

(6.3)

The density function fz(z), as depicted in Figure 6.1 for No = 0.5, presents a bell

shape with its maximum between 0 and -1. As expected, the mean of Z is therefore

smaller that -1, the mean of the random variable -1+W corresponding to the AWGN

model.

We define Z, as the random variable representing Z at the i th position of the

ordering. Following the same approach as in Section 3.1, we obtain in Appendix C.I,

for BPSK equiprobable signaling,

!z,(z,) = (i -l)~~ _ i)! (1: fz(z)dz + I;; fz(z)dz) '-1 (r !z(Z)dZ)N-' fz(z,),

(6.4)

where mi = min{ -Zi, zd and M, = max{ -Zi, zd. (6.5)

Figure 6.2 depicts fZi(zd for N = 16, No = 0.5 and different values of i. After shifting

Figure 3.1 by -1 for comparison purpose, we observe the same general shapes for both

figures, except for i = 16 for which fZi(zi) is narrower and has much more mass at

z, = O. When comparing Figure 6.3 with Figure 3.2, we observe that at the same

SNR, the mass under the secondary mode is larger in Figure 6.3. This results in a

larger Pe( i; N) for the Raleigh channel model, as expected.

Based on Section C.3, the probability that the hard decision of the ith symbol of

the sequence y of length N is in error is given by

(6.6)
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Similarly, for i < i. we determine in Appendix C.2 the joint distribution of Zi and

z· as)

!Zi,Z,(Zi,Zj) = (£-I)!(j _ ~~ 1)!(N _ j)! (I: !z(z)dz +J; !z(z)dz) i-I

.(r fz(z)dz +J:: fz(z)dzt-1

(J..~j !z(z)dzt;

. !Z(Zi)!Z(Zj) l[mi,Mil(Zj). (6.7)

The probability that both hard decisions of the ith and /h symbols of the sequence y

of length N are in error is given as follows,

The probabilities that the hard decisions of three or more ordered symbols of the

sequence y of length N are in error are derived in the same way. We finally mention

that the statistics derived in Chapter 3 can be obtained from the general method

of this section by substituting e5(a - 1) for the Raleigh density function PA(a) when

defining Z.

6.3 Algorithm Error Performance

Since the same ordering as in Section 2.2.1 is realized, the reprocessing algorithm

described in Section 4.1.2 can be directly applied for this channel. Pb( i), the bit error

probability associated with the probability that a codeword is in error after phase-s

of the reprocessing remains, as in Equation 4.47,

(6.9)

Pbi is defined as in Section 4.2.2 after substituting Equations 6.6, 6.8 or equivalent

forms for i > 2 in Equation 4.43. For antipodal binary signaling normalized to 1,
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Prte) can be upper bounded, when assuming adequate interleaving, by [44]

dH (eNo)dH

Pref) s nd N 2 ' (6.10)

where nd is the error coefficient. Equation 6.10 assumes that no side information

is available at the decoder. It shows that for BPSK transmission over the Raleigh

fading channel with coherent detection, dH remains the code parameter to optimize.

Also, at high SNR, a good approximation of Prfe) is [6,44, 46J

(6.11)

6.4 Simulations Results

6.4.1 Error performance

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 depict the error performances of the (24,12,8) extended Golay

code and the (128,64,8) extended BCR code. For both codes, the simulated re

sults for various orders of reprocessing are plotted and compared with the theoret-

ical results obtained from Equation 6.9. For the (24,12,8) Golay code, order-2

reprocessing achieves nearly optimum error performance while order-1 reprocessing is

near-optimum and order-O reprocessing also offer a good trade-off between error per

formance and computation complexity. At Pe = 10-3 , order-O reprocessing achieves a

13.44 dB coding gain over BPSK, while order-1 and order-2 reprocessings respectively

provide 16.03 dB and 16.04 dB coding gains. For the (128,64,22) extended BCR code,

the coding gains at Pe = 10-3 are 13.23dB for order-O, 16.25 dB for order-I, 17.62 dB

for order-2, 18.53 dB for order-3 and 18.71 dB for order-4 reprocessings. As for the

AWGN model, we observe that most of the coding gain is obtained within the first

three phases of reprocessing. Therefore, for long codes such as the (128,64,22) ex

tended BeR code, the last tenths of dB of the coding gain are achieved at a very high
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Table 6.1. Order-2 simulation results for (24,12,8) extended Golay code.

3.01 10 1.2 6.13 78 174 1,036
3.98 10 ·1.4 3.87 78 147 1,036
5.23 10 LIS 1.98 78 124 1,036
6.99 10 -z.e 0.52 75 107 1,000
8.24 10 -3.1 0.16 40 102 580
10.0 10 4.1 0.025 28 101 436
11.25 10 4.9 0.0055 19 101 328

~ SNR (dB) I Pe ~ Cave ICmaz ~ Nave = 100+12cave I N maz = 100 + 12Cmaz ~

computational cost which might not be worthwhile, due to the large SNR gap already

bridged. For example, at Pe = 10-3 , the 17.62 dB offered by order-2 reprocessing of

the (128,64,22) extended BCH code seems sufficient for a practical implementation,

since only 1.09 dB are left to reach the optimum performance, which requires order-4

reprocessing.

6.4.2 Number of computations

The number of computations for 250,000 blocks of the (24,12,8) Golay code are

recorded in Table 6.1. We observe similar numbers as for the AWGN model whose

corresponding results are given in Table 4.4. The same observation also holds for the

(128,64,22) extended BCH code for which the number of computations obtained when

simulating 50,000 blocks are given in Tables 6.2 to 6.4 for order-2, order-3 and order

4 reprocessings. Therefore, the algorithm of Chapter 4 is also suitable for practical

applications of BPSK transmission on the coherent Raleigh fading channel.
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Table 6.2. Order-2 simulation results for (128,64,22) extended BCH code.

5.22 10-2.2 1,293 2,080 83,584 133,952
6.99 IO-M 464 2,080 30,528 133,952
8.24 10 -4.6 114 2,080 8,128 133,952

~ SNR (dB) I Pe ~ Cave I Cmax ~ Nave = 832 + 64cave I N max = 832 + 64Cmax ~

Table 6.3. Order-3 simulation results for (128,64,22) extended BCH code.

5.22 10-2 •7 15,850 43,744 1,015,232 2,800,448
6.02 lO-a.7 7,422 43,744 475,840 2,800,448
6.99 10 5.1 2,414 43,744 155,328 2,800,448

~ SNR (dB) I Pe ~ Cave I Cmax ~ Nave = 832 + 64cave I N m ax = 832 + 64cmax ~

Table 6.4. Order-4 simulation results for (128,64,22) extended BCH code.

~ SNR (dB) I Pe ~ Cave I Cmax ~ Nave = 832 +64cave I N max = 832 +64cmax ~
5.22 1O-:l.9 111,927 679,120 7,164,160 43,464,512
6.02 1O-4.u 46,340 679,120 2,966,592 43,464,512
6.99 10-:1·-, 11,502 677,342 736,960 43,350,720
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Chapter 7

The Ordered

Binary Symmetric Channel

7.1 Normal Approximation of the Noise Statis
tics after Ordering

7.1.1 Approximation of Pe(i; N)

In this chapter, we assume without loss of generality that all considered transmitted

symbols are X p = -1, for p E [1,N]. We then remove the conditioning on Xp's

to simplify the notations and write for example !W;jX; (Wi I Xi = -1) defined in

Equation 3.1 as !W;(Wi). All possible symmetrical cases with some X p = 1 follow in

a similar fashion. We define Wi as the restriction of Wi to the interval [1,00), so that

I" (-) !w;{'w;)
JW; Wi = Pe(i; N)' (7.1)

Based on the central limit theorem, we show in Appendix G that for N large enough,

the distribution of Wi is well approximated by the distribution of the normal random

variable 77 (E[Wi],O'W;2) with mean E[Wi] =mi =a-I (1 - i/N) and variance O'w; 2=
11"No i(N - i)/N 3 (e-(mi - 2)2INo +e- m ;2/Nor 2

• We notice that for fixed i/ N and No,

E[Wi] remains the same while O'w; 2 decreases in ·l/N. Therefore, for N large enough,

many positions i have most of the area under their density contained in the interval
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[mi - O"Wi' mj + O"wJ This remark will be used in the next section.

Using the fact that

!W/Wi)/Wi=E[WiJ ==~ O"Wi'

we obtain, from Equation 7.1,

Pe(ij N) = y'2; O"~. . !~.(wi)l. [. ]
I I wi=EWi

(7.2)

(
N -1 ) li(N - i) (i.)i-l (N - i)N-i V2i e-~ 73

- i-I N N N _(m'_2)2 _m.2{')

e~+eiJo

As discussed at the end of Appendix G, this approximation becomes less accurate as

i approaches the extreme values, and especially N. Also, for No of practical interest

and positions i not to close to N, Equation 7.3 is further approximated by

. _ In"" ( N - 1 ) Ji(N - i) ( i )i-l (N - i)N-i ~
PeeZj N) = V 271" i-I N N --;;- e No • (7.4)

For large values of N, applying Stirling's formula n! == ../271"n (n/et to Equa

tion 7.4 finally provides
4(I-m il

Pe(ij N) == e No • (7.5)

When N is large enough, both Equations 7.4 and 7.5 provide extremely tight hounds,

as depicted in Figure 7J for N = 128 and i =64.

7.1.2 Approximation of Pe(i,j; N)

From Equations 3.1 and 3.3, we compute the conditional density of WjlWj = Wi as

(7.6)

Equation 7.6 shows that WjlWi = Wi has the density function ofthe (j - i)th noise

value after ordering a sample of size N - i from a population with distribution trun-
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Figure 7.1. Comparison between exact and approximated values of Pe(64; 128).
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cated to the interval [m(wi),M(Wi)]' This result holds for ordered statistics in gen

eral [28]. However, it was not directly applicable to our case since the noise W is

not the ordered random variable. Also, a symmetrical expression to Equation 7.6 is

obtained when considering Wi/Wj = Wj.

As in Section 7.1.1, we define Wjli as the restriction of Wj/Wi = Wi to the interval

[1, Wi), for Wi ~ 1. Therefore,

i« (-. I w:. - .) - !W;IW;(Wj I Wi = Wi)
WT WJ I - WI - I( . N) ,

J' Wi,}i
(7.7)

where

(7.8)I(Wi,ji N) = tW

; !WjIWi(Wj IWi = wddwj.

Defining {3(t, Wi) = o(t)jo(wd, Appendix G implies, as in Section 7.1.1 that for N

large enough, the distribution of Wjli tends towards the distribution of a normal ran

dom variable with mean E[Wjli] = mjli = {3-1 (1 - (j - i)j(N - i), Wi) and variance

O"w;/ = '!rNa (j - i)(N - j)j(N - i)3 . (e-(m;I;-2f1/No + e-mJI;2/No) -2.

For Wi = E[Wi], {j-l (1 - (j - i)j(N - i), Wi) = 0:-1(1 - j jN) = E[Wj] = mj,

(7.9)
0"- 2 •• N3

w;/; J - Z

O"W;2 = J -(N---i)-3'

as expected from the general properties of normal random variables. Also, for Wi =

E[WiJ, we compute

For j » i, Equation 7.9 shows that O"W;I;2 ~ CTW/ ' which implies that Wj1i tends

towards Wj in distribution. This is no longer the case when j and i are close. In fact,

for N large enough, knowing Wi = E[Wd almost surely fixes Wi+! = E[WiJ - e, so

that Wjli tends towards the density e5(Wj - E[Wi]) . Note finally that the asymptotic

convergence of Wi and Wj1i holds only for Wi = E[Wi], so that Wj and Wi are not

independent.

Considering the normal approximation for the density of Wj1i, we derive as for
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Equation 7.4,

~ ( ~ -.i -1 ) ./U - i)(N.- j) (~)i-i-l (N _ ~)N-i
- N-z )-2-1 V N-2 N-z N-1,

4(1-m .)

.,j2;e~, (7.10)

while Stirling's formula provides

- . _ N 4(lNm 1 )

I(E[Wi],}j N) = -N.'eo.
-t

(7.11)

I(E[~],jj N) represents the probability that hard decision of the ph ordered symbol

of the sequence y of length N is in error, when knowing the i th noise value Wi = E[Wd.

Combining Equations 7.5 and 7.11, we finally obtain

I(E[~],j;N) == (N~ JPe(j; N). (7.12)

Equation 7.12 expresses that knowing Wi = E[Wd provides almost no information

about Pe(jj N), especially for i « N.

From Equation 7.8, we verify that

lim I(wi,jj N) - 1/2,
w;-l

lim I(wi,jjN) - Pe(j-ijN-i).
Wi""" 00

(7.13)

After integrating Equation 7.8 by parts, we check that {)I(Wi,jj N)/{)Wi $ O. I(wi,jj N)

is therefore non increasing between the values 1/2 and PeU - ij N - i). Finally, for

No of practical interest, we verify that O'w; is small enough to contain most of the

area under JW/Wi) (or equivalently Jw;(wd) for Wi E [E[~] - O'W;' E[Wi] +O'w;] and

for approximating I(wi,jj N) by a straight line for Wi in the same interval. Within

these assumptions, Equation 3.4 becomes

(7.14)
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which implies,

Pe(i,jj N) == (N~JPe(ij N) Pe(jj N). (7.15)

For N » i, Equation 7.15 is equivalent to Pe(i,jj N) == Pe(ij N) Pe(j; N). There

fore, despite the fact that Wi and Wj are dependent, their associated error probabil

ities tends to behave as if they were independent, for N large enough.

7.1.3 Approximation of Pe(nI, n2,···, nj; N)

We now generalize Equation 7.15 to any ordered set of indices Ij = {nt,n2,···,nj}

corresponding to positions in error after ordering. Using the definitions of the joint

densities derived in Section 3.1, we compute

Equation 7.16 expresses that Wnj I Wn l , " ' , Wn,_1 has the density function of the

(nj - nj_dh noise value after ordering a sample of size N - nj-l from a population

with distribution truncated to the interval [m(Wnj_I),M(wnj_I)] and therefore, is

equivalent to Wn j I Wn j _ l • As in the case of ordered statistics, we obtain a Markov

chain [28}. When applying a chain argument based on Section 7.1.2, wefinally obtain

j-l N
Pe(nl' n2,'" ,nj; N) == II (N _ ) Pe(nl; N) . Pe(nj; N).

1=1 nl
(7.17)

In addition to its theoretical importance already discussed at the end of Section 7.1.2,

Equation 7.17 is also useful when evaluating Pe(nI, n2,"', nj; N) numerically. An

njh-order integral is replaced by the product of nj single ones.

Figure 7.2 depicts the validity of Equation 7.17 for N = 128, and nl = 62,

n2 = 63 and n3 = 64. We observe that the matching between the two curves is
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excellent. Similar results are obtained when considering any ordered set of indeces

{nI, n2, ... , nj} where nj does not take values around N.

7.2 First Order Approximation of the Ordered
Binary Symmetric Channel

7.2.1 Definitions

For a subset of positions {nI,n2, .. ·,nj}, Pe(nI,n2,· .. ,njjN) as defined in Equa

tion 4.1 represents the probability that at least the bits in position nI, n2, ... , nj are

in error after ordering a sequence of length N. We now also define PeN(ni , n2, ... , nj)

as the probability that only the bits at position nil n2,' .. , nj are in error after ordering

a sequence of length N. Note that while Pe(nI, n2,"', njj N) is computed by inte

grating the joint distribution of the nj ordered random variables Wn 1 , Wn 2 , ••• , Wn j ,

the computation of PeN(nI, n2, ... , nj) requires one to integrate the joint distribution

of the N ordered random variables WI, W2 , " ' , WN.

7.2.2 Case N = 2

The case N = 2 constitutes the only non-trivial case for which all error probabilities

have a closed form, as resumed in Figure 7.3. The exact Ordered Binary Symmetric

Channel (OBSC) corresponding to this ordering contains 4 fully connected states, as

depicted in Figure 7.4, with fl = Pe2(1), f2 = Pe2(2) and fa = Pe2(1,2) = Pe(I,2j2).

Noticing that Pe2(I) = Pe(lj2) - Pe(1,2j2), Pe2(2) = Pe(2;2) - Pe(I,2j2) and

assuming that Equation 7.15 holds while disgarding the factor 2, we can approximate

the 4-state OBSC of Figure 7.4 by the 2 time-shared 2-state BSC's corresponding to

each ordered position, with crossover probabilities f(i) = Pe(ij 2) for bit i, i E {I,2}.
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Defining fO = 1 - f1 - f2 - fa, the capacity of the OBSC for N = 2 is [48]

a
C2 = 2 +2:fi log2 fi bits,

i=O

so that the average capacity per channel use becomes

1 3

C2,Gve = 1 + 2" 2:fi log2 fi bit.
i=O

Defining the entropy function

h(p) = -plog2 P - (1 - p) log2(1 - p),

the average capacity of the approximate model of 2 BSC's is given by [48]

62,Gve = 1 - ~ i: h(Pe(i;2» bit.
i=1

(7.18)

(7.19)

(7.20)

(7.21)

As expected, we observe in Figure 7.5 that C2 ,Gve ~ 62,Gve , which validates our ap

proximation of the channel. We name this approximation the first order approx-

imation of the OBSC.

7.2.3 General Case

We now generalize the results of Section 7.2.2 to any ordered sequence of length N.

Based on Equation 7.17, we approximate

j

Pe(nll n2,"', nj; N) == II Pe(nl; N).
1=1

(7.22)

Equation 7.22 expresses that after ordering, the events of having errors at positions

nil n2,"', nj remain independent. Therefore, the 2N-state fully connected OBSC is

equivalent to N time-shared BSC's corresponding to each ordered position.

As N increases, the capacity of the OBSC,

(7.23)
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Figure 7.3. Different error probabilities associated with the ordering of 2 bits.
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Figure 7.4. Ordered Binary Symmetric Channel for N = 2.
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rapidly becomes too complex to evaluate since each of the 2N fi'S corresponds to an

N-order integral. In contrast, the capacity of first order approximation of the OBSC,

CN,ove = 1 - ~ t h(Pe(ijN)) bit,
i=l

(7.24)

is easily derived. Figure 7.6 plots CN,ove for N = 2i
, with i E {O,7}. For N =

1, Cl,ave is simply the capacity of the BSC with crossover probability Q(l), while

limN_ooCN,ove should provide the capacity of the continuous Gaussian channel for

BPSK transmission, given by [49]

(
2 -(y-l)2/No )

1/2 00 -(Y-l)2/No e
Cbpsk = (1r No) Loo e log, e-(y-l)2/No +e-(y+I)2/No dy. (7.25)

Figure 7.6 shows that the convergence to this limit is very fast as N increases, so that

(7.26)

for N large enough. Equation 7.26 indicates that when considering a sufficiently

long ordered sequence, the first order approximation of the OBSC should provide

a good approximation to the continuous Gaussian channel, for BPSK transmission.

Therefore, for a given SNR, knowing the position in the ordering instead of the exact

received value should be sufficient from a performance point of view. One of the

algorithms for Majority-Logie-Decoding of RM codes presented in the next chapter

illustrates this fact.
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Chapter 8

Majority-Logie-Decoding

of Reed-Muller Codes

8.1 A Review of Majority-Logic Decoding of RM
Codes over the Binary Symmetric Channel

Consider binary RM codes in their original form described in [25]. For any non neg

ative integers rand m with r < m, there exists a binary rth order RM code, denoted

RM(r,m), of length N = 2m , minimum Hamming distance dn = 2m
-

r and dimension

J( = Ei=o ( ~ ). Suppose this RM(r,m) code is used for error control over the AWGN

channel. For BPSK transmission, a codeword c = (Cl!C2"" ,CN) is mapped into a

bipolar sequence x = (XI,X2,'" ,XN) with x, = (-lyi E {±l}. After transmission,

the received sequence at the output of the correlation detector is y = (Yb Y2, ... , YN)

with Yi = Xi +Wj, where the Wi are independent Gaussian random variables with zero

mean and variance No/2.

For hard-decision decoding, y is converted into a binary sequence r = (rl, r2,' .. , rN)

with rj = 0 for Yj > 0 and r, = 1 otherwise. For majority-logic decoding, a set S,

of check-sums for each information bit aj, 1 ~ j ~ J(, is formed. Each check-sum

is a modulo-2 sum of the hard-decision decoded bits ri of certain received symbols

Yj. For RM codes, the sets of bits of any two distinct check-sums are disjoint. The
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(8.1)

(8.4)

check-sums in Sj form a set of independent estimates of the information bit aj.

In the following, we briefly review the main steps of majority-logic decoding of RM

codes, closely following the derivations of [50]. For equiprobable signaling, the infor

mation bit aj is decoded into its estimate fl.j E [0,1] which maximizes the conditional

probability Prob(Sj Iaj = s). Let Sj = {Aj,1 : 1 $ 1$ ISjl}, where Aj,l denotes the

lth check-sum in 8j and ISj/ denotes the cardinality of 8 j. Since the check sums in Sj

are disjoint, we obtain

IS) 1

In (Prob(Sj Iaj = s)) = ~)n(Prob(Aj,,1 aj = s)).
1=1

Let PI be the probability that the number of independent errors in the check sum Aj,l

is odd. Then it is shown in [50] that

PI = Prob(Aj,1 = 0 Iaj = 1) = Prob(Aj,1 = 1 I aj = 0)

= 1/2 [1 - II (1 - 2 Ii)] , (8.2)
iENj(/)

where Nj(l) represents the set of positions associated with the digits constituting

the check-sum Aj,l and Ii is the probability that the i th digit is in error. It is clear

that PI is simply the probability that the check-sum Aj,l mismatches the transmitted

information bit aj.

For the BSC with crossover probability Ii = Q(I), PI is the same for all I and

independentof j. It follows form EquationSil that [50]

~ In (pr(Aj" Iaj = 1)) = I:(2Aj" _ 1) In (1 -PI) . (8.3)
1=1 Pr(A j ,/ I aj =0) 1=1 PI

Since In«1 - p,)/p,) is a positive constant, the decision rule is then

ISjl
~)2Aj,1 - 1) ~ 0,
1=1

which simply compares LJ~ll Aj,1 with /8jl/2. If LJ~11 Aj,l > 18jl/2, set the estimate

fl. j of aj to 1, and if LI~J' Aj,l < ISjI/2, set aj = O. Whenever LI~J' Aj,l = 18j l/2, we
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flip a fair coin to determine aj, which results in an erroneous decision in half of the

cases on average. This kind of error dominates the error performance. The above

decoding is the conventional majority-logic decoding. Many majority-logic decodable

codes besides RM codes have been constructed based on this hard-decision decoding

scheme.

8.2 Majority-Logic Decoding Based on the Reli
ability Information of the Received Symbols

In this section, we improve the above conventional majority-logic decoding by using

the reliability information of the receivedsymbols. Three improvements are presented.

8.2.1 BSC model based on received symbol ordering

Consider the received sequence y = (YllY2, "', YN) at the output of the correlation

detector of the receiver. As described in Chapter 2, we order the received symbols Yj in

decreasing order with respect to their reliability measures IYjI. Based on Section 7.2,

to each ordered position i o E [1,2m ], we associate the BSC channel with crossover

probability rio = Pe(io; 2m
) as defined in Equation 3.2. This crossover probability rio

represents the probability that the io
th ordered digit is in error after hard decision of

the received sequence y.

From Equation 8.2, we notice that ( l;i~')1 ) possible values of PI need to be pre

processed for the check sum Sj; this becomes rapidly impractical. Defining Nj(l) as

the set of ordered positions associated with the digits constituting the parity check

sum Aj,i, we propose to approximate TIioEN] {I)( l - 2r io ) ~ (1- 2 maxioEN](/)bial), so

that PI ~ maxioEN] (I) bial. This approximation is equivalent to considering only the

least reliable position in each check sum. Only the 2m kl = In((l - pd/pl)'s need
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now to be stored and the decision rule becomes

ISil
~)2Aj,1 - 1) kl ~ O.
1=1

(8.5)

The decoding based on Equation 8.5 is: if L:~~i(2Aj,l - 1) k, > 0, set the estimate G.j

of aj to 1, else set G.j to O.

8.2.2 Gaussian model

While the two models considered so far are time invariant, we now present a time

variant model based on the Gaussian statistics, as first introduced in [50]. We obtain

e-1Ld

"'Ii = 1 +e-1Lil ' (8.6)

where L, = 4y;/No represents the log-likelihood ratio associated with the received

symbol Yi. As in Section 8.2.1, the optimum decision rule based on Equation 8.6 is

computationally expensive. Using the same approximation, we obtain

(8.7)

(8.8)

where IYllmin = minieNj(/){IYil}, which provides the Uniformly Most Powerful (UMP)

test
15]1

~)2Aj.1 - 1) Iytlmin ~ O.
1=1

As opposed to the time invariant BSC model, ordering does not provide further im-

provement for the Gaussian model, since the log-likelihood ratio ILjl remains identical

with or without ordering, as shown in Lemma 1 of Section 3.3.2.

In both Equations 8.5 and 8.8, each term of Equation 8.4 is weighted with respect

to the least reliable digit of its corresponding check sum. Comparing Equations 8.5

and 8.8, we notice that Equation 8..5 depends only on the position after ordering, but

not on the exact received value. On the other hand, it also depends on the noise
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power spectral density No and requires a complete ordering of the received symbols,

while Equation 8.8 is a UMP test and needs only to evaluate the minimum received

value within each check sum.

8.2.3 Conventional decoding with UMP test for ties break-.
mg

As mentioned in Section 8.1, the error performance of the conventional majority-logic

decoding is dominated by the event El~l Aj,1 = ISj//2. In such cases, we propose to

break the tie using the UMP test of Section 8.2.2 instead of flipping a fair coin. Such

a test requires very few additional computations.

8.3 Computation Complexity

The different computational costs of each scheme are given in Table 8.1. We respec

tively name Scheme 1 the conventional decoding of Section 8.1, Scheme 2 the scheme

described in Section 8.2.1 and Scheme 3 the scheme described in Section 8.2.2. The

different costs are based on the facts that majority-logic-decoding of RM(r, m) is

achieved in r + 1 stages [26]. Each stage 1E [0,r] decodes ( ';' ) symbols, each sym

bol corresponds to 2m - 1 check sums and each check sum itself sums 2/ bits. We assume

that ordering N symbols requires about N log2 N comparisons while 21 - 1 compar

isons are needed to determine !yt/min in each check sum. Note however that both

processes can be speeded up considerably using a parallel implementation of respec

tively simple sorting algorithms, such as "Merge-sort" and a binary tree search [24].

Also, in the simplified algorithm of Section 8.2.1, maxiENJ (l) bd can be simultaneously

determined for each check sum by reading backwards the set of indices corresponding

to the ordered sequence. We ignore this cost, assuming the proper data structures

are used to efficiently access the permutations between the initial positions and the
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Table 8.1. Computations required for the majority logic decoding of RM(r, m).

~ Operation ~ Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 [I
HD 2m 2m 2m

Check sum [2 m
-

I]
«21 -1) )

Ordering 0

Test

ordered positions, as well as the table look-up between initial positions and check

sums.

In Table 8.1, an exponent in brackets represents the number of parallel realiza

tions of the expression considered. While the conventional decoding of Section 8.1

requires only elementary binary operations, the ordering and testing operations for

Sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2 both require real number computations. We finally point

out that more efficient decoding schemes can be constructed using hybrid versions of

the three presented schemes. For example, using the UMP test of Section 8.2.2 for

the first decoding stage and the conventional majority-logic decoding for the remain

ing stages would save many computations while resulting in very little performance

degradation since the number of check sums doubles at each stage.

8.4 Simulation Results

The majority-logic decoding schemes described in the previous sections are simulated

for the (32,16,8), (32,26,4), (64,22,16) and (64,42,8) RM codes. Their error perfor-

mance is shown in Figures 8.1 to 8.4. We see that all the proposed schemes achieve

significant coding gains (at least 1 dB) over the conventional majority-logic decoding

scheme.
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We first notice that the approximation introduced in Sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2 does

not significantly alter the corresponding optimum error performance, for any practi

cal SNR. Therefore, both schemes provide low computational near-optimum decoding

which particularly fits applications requiring high speed decoding. As the SNR in

creases, the time varying scheme of Section 8.2.2 slightly outperforms the scheme of

Section 8.2.1 for high rate codes. This is mostly due to the fact that the proposed

BSC model after ordering becomes less accurate for the last 3 to 5 ordered symbols,

as discussed in Section 7.1. Therefore, high rate codes are more affected since at

the first stage, each symbol is decoded with few corresponding check sums. Also,

for these last positions, the accuracy of the model increases as the code length N

increases. We finally notice that using the UMP test to break the ties in the conven

tional majority-logic decoding provides significant coding gains, especially for high

rate codes.
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Figure 8.1. Error performances for RM(32, 16,8) with majority-logie-decoding.
(a) Maximum-likehood-decoding (Union bound); (b) Majority-logic-decoding, scheme
3 (optimal); (c) Majority-logic-decoding, scheme 3 (ump test); (d) Majority-logic
decoding, scheme 2 (optimal and approximation); (e) Majority-logie-decoding, scheme
1 with ties decided by scheme 3 (ump test) ; (f) Majority-logie-decoding, scheme 1;
(g) BPSK.
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Figure 8.2. Error performances for RM(32, 26,4) with majority-logie-decoding.
(a) Maximum-likehood-decoding (Union bound); (b) Majority-logic-decoding, scheme
3 (optimal); (c) Majority-logic-decoding, scl.erne 3 (ump test); (d) Majority-logic
decoding, scheme 2 (optimal and approximation); (e) Majority-logic-decoding, scheme
1 with ties decided by scheme 3 (ump test) ; (f) Majority-logie-decoding, scheme 1;
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Figure 8.3. Error performances for RM(64, 22,16) with majority-logie-decoding.
(a) Maximum-likehood-decoding (Union hound); (h) Majority-logie-decoding, scheme
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Figure 8.4. Error performances for RM(64, 42, 8) with majority-logie-decoding.
(a) Maximum-likehood-decoding (Union bound); (b) Majority-logie-decoding, scheme
3 (optimal); (c) Majority-logic-decoding, scheme 3 (ump test); (d) Majority-logic
decoding, scheme 2 (optimal and approximation); (e) Majority-logie-decoding, scheme
1 with ties decided by scheme 3 (ump test) ; (f) Majority-logie-decoding, scheme 1;
(g) BPSK.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion and Future Research

ML trellis decoding of linear block codes requires the same number of computations

for each coded block. On the other hand, dynamic ML decoding algorithms depends

on two parameters, the maximum number of processed codewords per coded block

Cmax as for trellis decoding, and the average number of processed codewords per coded

block Cave' While Cave provides information about the decoding speed of the algorithm,

Cmax remains a limiting factor since the decoder must be designed for this value. The

recent decoding algorithms presented in [8, 22] provide efficient ways to reduce the

search space and thus, Cave' However, Cm ax is ignored and, at the beginning of the

algorithm, in fact Cm ax =2K is allowed. Then, as the algorithm progresses, the search

space is progressively reduced up to convergence. If a small Cave guarantees a fast

convergence in most of the cases, no indication about the worst case is provided.

In this dissertation, based on the statistics after ordering derived in Chapter 3,

we proposed in Chapter 4 an algorithm which limits Cm ax to E~=o ( ~ ) at the start

of order-i reprocessing. Then, the search space is further reduced as the algorithm

advances, in a fashion similar to [8, 22]. This way, while maintaining the efficiency of

the algorithm with a small Cave, we also provide the limiting' worst case Cmax. Note
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that we no longer guarantee the decoding of the ML codeword, but the error perfor

mance associated with ML decoding. For codes of length N :5 64, the algorithm is

both extremely efficient and easily implementable. For longer codes, despite a very

low Cave, optimality is achieved with Cmax out of practical range. However, the same

approach provides implementable decoding algorithms with good trade-off between

error performance and computational complexity. The developement of more pow

erful criteria than in [8] to reduce Cave, or different approaches to reduce Cmax would

provide significant contribution to ML decoding of linear block codes.

It is also obvious that combining the statistical results of this thesis with the algo

rithm of [22] immediately reduces the computational cost of [22], since Cm ax decreases

from 2K to L:~=o ( ~ ). This is achieved by opening only nodes which differ in at

most i MRI information symbols with a. Simulation results of the combined algo

rithm would be extremely interesting from a practical point of view. In a similar way,

using the information of an algebraic decoder as in [8] with the monotonic properties

of the ordering provides a stronger stopping criterion, and thus further reduces Cave'

We also described in Chapter 4 the equivalent algorithm in the dual space of the

code, after ordering. The same approach as [9, 10, 11] is therefore considered and

the new version of our algorithm provides an efficient way to search the columns of

the parity check matrix of the code, for any N - K, In addition, with this approach,

information about the dual code may lead to new improvements for the resource test.

Efficient trellis decoding of any block code is inherently related to the decom

posable structure of the code considered. In Section 5.3, we adapted our algorithm

for decoding codes based on the lulu + vi construction. For these codes, we pre-

sented practically optimum, as well as suboptimum applications of our reprocessing

algorithm which can reduce the total or average number of computations, or speed
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up the decoding process. Based on the same principle, devising algorithms for other

code constructions seems a promising area of future research.

In Chapter 6, generalization of the algorithm to other channel model was illus

trated by the Raleigh fading channel with coherent detection. Besides the theoretical

and practical results presented, this chapter also provides the major steps to analyse

other channel models.

For large N, approximations for the probability that a group of positions is in

error after ordering are derived in Chapter 7. These results are useful to analyse

suboptimum algorithms based on ordering, since no close form solution of the corre

sponding error performance has been found, for N > 2. However, the results become

less accurate as the positions approach N, and do not even hold if N is the last posi

tion considered. While this fact did not affect our results, it would be interesting to

specifically approximate the statistics for the last positions of the ordering.

Based on these results, we provide a good simple model for the OBSC. Further

theoretical work on this model, as wellas higher order approximations can be realised.

This model was also considered in Chapter 8, where improvements of conventional

Majority-Logic-Decoding of RM codes are presented. The decoding of any majority

decodable code based on the same principle worth being investigated.
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Appendix A

Duality Between HI and GI

The first permutation )'1 can be represented by the NxN matrix M = (mi,j] such

that, for G' = Al(G] =G M

m .. _ {I if the ph column of G becomes the i th column of G' (A.l)
1.1 - 0 otherwise

Since MMT = IN, (AdG])(AdH]? = G M MT HT = G HT = (0], which verifies

that ..\dH] is the parity check matrix of ..\tfG].

Putting G' into systematic form requires I( steps (25]. For j E (1, /(], let c,
denote the intermediate matrix obtained at step j and define Go = G'. Then, we

easily show OJ = NjOj- h with, for the /(xf( matrix N, = (nr,cJ,

{
Orc if c ;t: j

nr,c = 9r:c otherwise' (A.2)

where or,c = 1 if r = c and or,c = 0 if r ;t: c. After the K steps, the final matrix

becomes OK = NK NK-l'" N1 (G M). Then, the second permutation A2 repositions

the dependent columns, as described in Section 2.2.1. This defines a second matrix

M2 as in Equation A.I. Finally, we re-order the rows of the obtained matrix to have

IK in the first I( positions by a matrix L2 , so that

(A.3)
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Since GIBT = [0], we finally obtain

which defines the same second permutation '\2.
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Appendix B

Conditional Densities of the Noise

after Ordering

n.i Marginal Conditional Density of Wi

In this section, we determine the density function of the i th noise value Wi after

ordering, conditioned on the knowledge of the corresponding transmitted symbol

Xi = Xi. A capital letter represents a random variable while a lower case letter

stands for a deterministic value. As described in Section 2.2, we order the received

symbols with the new labeling i < j for I Xi +Wi 1>1 Xi +wi I, where Xi represents

the transmitted symbol and Wi the noise value associated with this symbol.

We first assume Xi = -1. For j > 0,

IWi+i + xi+i 1:5/ Wi - 1 I (B.l)

implies that, for Xi+i = -1,

W i+i E [2- Wi, Wi]

Wi+i E [Wi, 2 - Wi]

and, for XHi = 1,

Wi+i E [-Wi, ui; - 2]

Wi+i E [Wi - 2, -wd
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if Wi ~ 1,

if Wi :5 1.

if Wi ~ 1,

jf Wi :5 1.

(B.2)

(8.3)



Since the bipolar transmitted digits are independent, equiprobable and independent

of the zero-mean white Gaussian noise, we observe that, for Wi ~ 1,

P (Wi+j E [2 - Wi, Wi] IXi+j = -1) - P (Wi+j E [-Wi, Wi - 2] I Xi+j = 1)

- P (W E [2 - Wi, Wi]) , (B.4)

where W represents the white noise before ordering. The same equation holds for

Wi ::; 1 after permuting the limits of the interval considered.

The case Xi = 1 is identical when comparing Wi with respect to -1. Equation B.4

becomes, for Wi ::; -1,

P (Wi+j E [2 +Wi, -Wi] IXi+j = -1) = P (Wi+j E [Wi, -Wi - 2] I Xi+j = 1)

= P (W E [2 +Wi, -Wi])' (B.5)

By comparing Equation B.4 and Equation B.5, we obtain, for j > 0

P (I Wi+i +Xi+i 1:51 Wi + s, II Xi = Si) = P (W E [m(wi), M(wi)] I Xi =s.},

where m(wi) = min(2 +SiWi, -siwd,

M(wd = max(2 +SiWi, -siwd.

For j > 0, the same development leads to the complementary conclusion

(B.6)

P (I Wi-i + Xi-i I ~ I Wi + Si II Xi = sd =

P (W E (-00, m(wi)] U [M(wd, 00) I Xi = s.}, (B.7)

and we note

(B.8)

Following the proof of [35, p.185], the three events E 1 = {I W +x 1>/ Wi + s; I},

E2 = {Wi::; W :5 Wi +dws:} and £3 = {I W +x 1<1 Wi +dui, +s, I} are disjoint and
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(B.12)

from Equations B.6, B.7 and B.8, have respective associated probabilities

ir: c )P(E1) = (1rNO)-1/2 e-:r:2!N0dx + e-x 2
/ Nodx, (B.g)

-00 M(w;)

P(E2) - (1rNo)-1/2e-w1/Nodwi, (B.IO)

l M(Wi)
P(E3 ) - (1rNO)-1/2 e-x 2

/ Nodx. (B.ll)
mew;)

When E1 occurs i-I times, E2 once and E3 N - i times, we obtain

The marginal density of the noise after ordering is easily obtained as, for equiprobable

signaling,

B.2 Joint Conditional Density of Wi and Wj

The joint conditional density is obtained in a similar way. We first assume Xi = X, =
-1 and i < j. For k > 0,

I Wj +k +Xj+k I~I Wj - 1 I~I Wi -1 I

is equivalent to Equation B.l for IWj+k + Xj+k I~I Wj - 1 I. Similarly,

IWj - 1I~I Wj - 11~1 Wi-k +Xi-k I

(B.14)

(B.l5)

is equivalent to Equation B.7 for I Wi - 1 I~I Wi - k +Xi-k I. For k E (i,i), we obtain

IWj - 1 I~I Wk +Xk I~I Wi - 1 I,
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which implies that, for Wi > 1 and Wi > 1,

Wk E [wi' Wi] U [2 - Wi, 2 - Wj]

Wk E [-Wi, -Wi] U [Wi - 2, wi - 2]

if

if

Xk = -1,

(B.17)

All symmetrical cases for Wi and Wj, as well as the three other possible assumptions

for Xi = ±1 and Xi = ±I follow in a straight forward way, as previously. We finally

obtain, for i < j

(B.I8)

where m(w) and M(w) are defined in Equation B.6 for s, and sj, and lA(x) = 1 if

x E A and lA (x) = 0 otherwise.

The joint density of Wi and Wi is easily obtained when considering the 4 possible

conditional joint densities.

B.3 Joint Conditional Density of Wi'S

The same method remains available when considering more than two ordered noise

values. We obtain for i < j < 1
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(

( ( )

)

i - i - l
M Wi) 2 N. m Wj 2 N,

. f e-Z
/ 0dx + f e-Z

/ °dx . l[m(w;),M(W;)]( Wj)
JM(Wi) lm(wi)

(

M( ) ( )

)

l-j-l
Wi 2 m WI 2

. f e-Z /N0dx + f e-Z /N°dx 'l[m(w') M(W')](W,),
lM(wj) lm(wi) J' J

(8.19)

It becomes straightforward to generalize Equation 8.19 to any number of noise val-

ues.
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Appendix C

Statistics of Z after Ordering

with Respect to IZI.

e.l Marginal Density of Z,

We first determine the density function of the i th value Zi after ordering with respect

to IZ/ a sequence of length N. For i < i.

implies that,

and, similarly,

implies that,

Zi+j E [-Zi, zd if z; ~ 0,

Zi+i E [Zi, -Zi] if z, ~ O.

I zc, I~I Zi I

Zi-j E (-00, -zd U [Zi, 00) if Zi ~ 0,

z.; E (-00, Zi] U [-Zi, 00) if Zi ~ O.
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Following the same steps as in Appendix B, the marginal density of Zj after ordering

is easily obtained as

fz;( z;) = (i _ 1)~~ _ i)! (1: fz( z )dz +J: fz( z )dz) ;-1 (1.7; fz( z )dz) N-; fz( Z;),

(C.5)

with mj = min( -Zj, Zj) and M j = max( -Zj, Zj). (C.6)

C.2 Joint Density of Z, and Zj

In addition to Equations C.I and C.3, we consider, for i < k < j,

I Zj I~I z, I~I Zj I,

which is equivalent to

(C.7)

(C.B)

The three symmetrical cases with respect to z; and Zj follow in a straightforward

way. Therefore, combining the proof given in Appendix B.2 with the approach of

Section C.I, we obtain

!Zi,Zj(Zj, Zj) = (i -l)!(j _ ~~ 1)!(N _ j)! (1: fz(z)dz +J; !z(z)dz) j-I

.(f' fz(z)dz+ (!z(z)dZr
H

((; !z(Z)dZf'

. !Z(Zj)!Z(Zj) l[mi,Mil(Zj). (C.9)

The same method remains available when considering more than two ordered values.

C.3 Z= -aA+ W

In this section, we consider a random variable Y of the form Y = AX + W. We

assume that X takes symmetrical values ±a with respect to the origin with equal
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probability 1/2, and that both the density functions of the random variable A and W

are known. Therefore, Y can represent a bipolar equiprobable transmission scheme

perturbed by additive noise Wand distorted by A. We then define the random

variable Z = (YIX = -a).

By the definition of Z, we consider only the all-(-a) transmitted sequence. The

signaling represented by X is equiprobable and symmetrical with respect to the origin.

If in addition X, Wand A are independent, if the density of W is symmetrical with

respect to the origin and if A takes only non negative or non positive values, then

Equations C.5, C.g or equivalent higher order forms are sufficient to evaluate the error

performance of any decoding scheme based on a hard decision sgn(Y) of Y after the

ordering with respect to IYI. This statement is easily justified by generalizing the

lengthy and tedious approach of Appendix B.
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Appendix D

Algorithm for First Stage

of Closest Coset Decoding

The algorithm to obtain the most likely coset in the first stage of closest coset decod

ing follows.

• Step 1: For i E [1, Nj2] , order the received sequence with respect to min(/Yt.d, IY2,il)

and reprocess G2 to obtain G; in systematic form.

• Step 2: For i E [1, [(2], perform the hard decision decodings,

if Y~ ~ 0

if yf < 0, (D.l)

and,

~ = d~ if Y; ~ 0

d~ = d~ Eln if Y; < O.

• Step 3: For i E [[(2, Nj2] , compute in GF(2)

K 2

d~ = L 9v[j][i] d~,
j=1

where Gu = (9v[j][iJ).

• Step 4: For i E [[(2, Nj2] , perform the hard decision decoding,
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cf. = 0 if yi > 0u 1-

~ = 1 if y~ < 0, (DA)

Else

-Ii - Ji lf Y2i _> 0U u - U v

• Step 5: For i E [1, N /2], compute

(D.5)

(D.6)

• Step 6: Apply order-i reprocessing to the (N/2, [(2) code with generator matrix

Gv as described in Chapter 4. The resource is computed with ci(a) = min(ly~l, Iy~/).

The number of real value operations for this algorithm is N/2 + N/2Iog 2(N/2)

for step 1, 2/(2 for step 2, 2(Nj2 - [(2) for step 4, so a total of N/210g2(N) + N

for steps 1 to 4. Then, step 5 corresponds to order-O reprocessing and step(s) 6 to

order-i, for i ~ 1.
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Appendix E

Weight Distribution for

Closest Coset Decoding of

lulu + vi Constructed Codes

In this appendix, we derive the exact weight distribution of the equivalent code when

performing Closest Coset Decoding(CCD), as described in [19J.

E.l Equivalent Weight Distribution for CCD Based
on the lulu + vI Construction

The generator matrix G of the (N, K, dH ) code C considered is of the form

G = [~l g~], (E.l)

where G, is the generator matrix of an (Nj2, /("dH;) code Cj • Then, it is well known

that dH = min(2dHlldH2)' We assume C,'s are binary linear codes, so that, without

loss of generality, we consider the transmitted codeword c = [c11c1 EI7 C2J = O. For

CCD, the decoder at the first stage assumes C1 can take any N /2-tuples value and

selects the coset [~2J. For the first stage, this defines an equivalent supercode C"l

which contains C, with generator matrix

(E.2)
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Table E.!. ~1 and ~2 contributions to w(~).

0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 2
1 1 1

where IN / 2 represents the N/2 x N/2 identity matrix. Then, at the second stage, the

decoder decodes within the coset [E2] the remaining ](1 bits based on the generator

matrix

(E.3)

A decoding error occurs either if the wrong coset is chosen at the first stage, or if the

right coset is chosen but the wrong codeword is delivered by the second stage.

We first state a fact that not only shows that CCD based on the lulu+vl construc

tion does not reduce the Hamming distance dH of the code C, but also implies that if

dH2 > d«, then the equivalent weight distribution for CCD of C between dn = 2dHl

and dH2 - I remains unchanged.

Fact 1: If E = [EIIEI EEl E2] E C~1 is delivered by the first decoding stage with

w(~) < dH2, then the right coset [~2] is chosen.

Proof:

For c = 0, let assume ~2 =I 0, in which case the wrong coset is chosen. Table E.l re

sumes the possible contributions from ~l and E2 to w(~). ~2 =I 0 implies W(~2) ~ dH 2,

so that from Table E.!, w(~) ~ dH2• The proof is completed by using the negation of

this implication.O

Let Aw represent the number of codewords of weight w of Cd which are not in

the coset [E21 = [0].
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Fact 2: Let ~2 E C2 with W2 = W(~2) > O. Then W2 contributes to AW2 ' AW2 +2 1

Proof:

From Table E.l, if ~1 = 0, ~2 obviously contributes to AW2 , which corresponds in fact

to the case where ~1 is correct but the wrong codeword of C2 , and thus tl,e wrong

coset is selected. If ~1 ::f:. 0, Table E.l indicates that whenever Cl,i = 1 and C2,i = 0, a

contribution of 2 is provided to w(Ci), while in any other case, the contribution of ~2

remains unchanged. Finally, the maximum number of extra contributions from the

N/2-tuple ~l is simply N/2 - W2. 0

Fact 2 shows that even W2'S contributes to even weights only, and reciprocally for

odd weights. Therefore, if C2 has only even weight codewords, A2i+1 = 0 for i E

[0,N/2 - 1].

Fact 3: For i E [0,N/2 - W2], the contribution of ~2 E C2 with W2 = W(~2) > 0 to

AW 2+2i is 2W2 • ( N{2 i W2 ).

Proof:

Let 0 ::; Q :::; N/2 - W2 be the number of positions where CI,i = 1 and C2,i = O.

By the proof of Fact 2, the pair (~1, ~2) contributes to AW 2+20 ' To choose ~1, from

Table E.l, we observe that we can pick any w2-tuple corresponding to the positions

where C2,i = 1, while ( N{2 Q- W2 ) different choices are also possible for the N/2 - W2

positions where C2,i = O. The corresponding number of choices for ~1 is therefore 2W2

• ( N{2;- W2 ).0
Regrouping Facts.2 and 3, we obtain, for N/2 even and i E [0, N /41,

N/4-i-l ( 2(' .))
A ~ 2N/2-2i-2j Z+J N

N/2-2i - LJ j 2,N/2-2i-2j
;=0

N/4+i-1 ( 2( . '))
A N/ 2+2I

, ~ 2N/2+2i-2j J - Z N "
- LJ j 2,N/2+21-2} ,

j=2i
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where Ni,w denotes the number of codewords of weight w in Gi , i E [1,2J. Similar

expressions are derived for the complementary cases.

H Bw represents the number of codewords of weight w for the repetition code G82,

we immediately obtain, for i E [0,N/2],

(E.6)

(E.7)

The weight distribution corresponding to CCD based on the ulu +vi construction

is finally given by:

For N/2 even and i E [0,N/4] ,

N N/~-l2N/2_2i_2j ( 2(i +j) ) 11.,
= l,N/4-i + LJ ""2,N/2-2i-2j,

j=O J

N/Hi-l ( 2( , .))
'" N/2+2i-2j J - Z

Nl,N/Hi + LJ 2 . N2,N/ 2+2i- 2j .
j=2i J

(E.8)

(E.9)

For N/2 even and i E [0,N/4 - 1],

WN/2-l-2i
N/~-l2N/2_2i_2j_l( 2(i +j) +1 ) II.T

= L.J . 1V2tN/2-2i-2j-l,
j=O J

N/Hi ( 2( , ') 1)'" 2N/2+2i-2j+l J - Z - II.T
LJ J' H2,N/2+2i-2j+l'

j=2i+l

(E.lO)

(E.ll)

For N/2 odd and i E [0,N/4 -1/2J,

N/4-i-l/2 ( 2(' .))
= '" 2N/2-2i-2j Z +J II.T

LJ J' H2,N/2-2i-2j,
j=O

N/Hi-l/2 ( 2( . '))
'" 2N/2+2i-2j J - Z N
LJ J' 2,N/2+2i-2j·
j=2i

(E.12)

(E.13)

For N/2 odd and i E [0,N/4 - 1/2]'

WN/2-2i-l = Nl ,N/ 4- i- l / 2
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N/4-i-l-l/2 ( (. ') )

+ '" 2N/2-2i-2j-l 2 Z+J +1 N ,,(E 14)L..J '2,N/2-21-21-b •
j=O J

WN/ 2+2i+l = N1,N/ H i+I / 2

N/Hi-l/2 ( 2(' ') 1)
+ '" 2 N/2+2i-2j+I J - Z - No " fE.15)L..J j 2,N/2+21-21+I' ,

j=2i+l

We verify that all N 2,w but N2,o contributes to these equations, as expected. Also,

the total number of codewords is now

(E.16)

Since C has 2K1+K2 codewords, the code C1 has to be chosen with small redundancy

to maintain CCD efficient, as mentioned in [20].

E.2 Application to RM Codes

In this section, using the previous results, we evaluate the error performance of CCD

based on the lulu+vl construction for Reed-Muller (RM) codes. We denote RM(r, m)

the r th order RM code with generator matrix G(r, m), and parameters N = 2m
,

!( = K(r,m) = L:r=o ( 7) and d« = 2m
-

r
• We also define W(r,m) as the number

of codewords of minimum weight for the RM(r, m) code.

From Equation E.g, we obtain for CCD of the RM(r, m) code,

2m - r - -W2m - r = 2 W(r -1, m - 1) +W(r - 1,m). (E.17)

Therefore, W2m - r depends only on m - r. For fixed m - r, the influence of CCD on the

first term of the equivalent weight distribution does not increase with the dimension

of the code. For m - r ~ 2, the second coefficient of the equivalent weight distribution

becomes, according to Equation E.g,

(E.18)
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and thus increases with the dimension of the code.

We now compare WdH defined in Section E.l with the upper bound of [20]

(E.19)

where NdH is the number of codewords of weight dH in the code C, or equivalently,

Using the inductive relation

W(r, m) -W(r,m-1) = 2m
-

r +1 W(r - 1,m- 1),

Equation E.17 can be rewritten as

W2m- r = 22m
-

r
- K (I ,m - r) (W(r, m) - W(r, m - 1)) + JiV(r, m - 1).

To compare Equations E.20 and E.22, we define for r :::; m - 2 the difference

~(r, m) = .1:1 ( m ~ 1 ) _ "f (m ~ r )
I=r+l 1=2

= E(m~I)_(.m-r ).
i=r+l Z Z +1 - r

(E.20)

(E.21)

(E.22)

(E.23)

Note that for r = m - 1, CCD is equivalent to ML decoding since G(m - 1, m 

1) = 12m - I . From Equation E.23, we observe that ~(I,m) = ~(m - 2,m) = 0,

so that the bound of [20] is in fact the exact value for CCD of the RM(l, m) and

RM(m - 2, m) codes. For other RM codes with rE [2,m - 3], ~(r, m) < 0, so

that Equation E.22 improves the error performance evaluation of CCD based on the

lulu +vi construction.
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Appendix F

Reliability Measure

for the Raleigh Fading Channel

with Coherent Detection

Refering to the notations introduced in Chapter 6, the channel model is described by

Then,

Y=AX+N. (F.l)

Pr(Y:5 Y IX = x) = 10
00

PA(a) Pr(N:5 Y - ax)da, (F.2)

which implies

roo 2 (y_az)2

PYIX (y IX = x) = 2(1rNo)- I/2Jo a e-a e No da. (F.3)

(F..5)

After completing the square in the exponent and integrating by parts, we obtain

PYIX (y IX = x) = (No~ x2 ) (1rNO) - I / 2 e-~

+ 2xy(No + x2t3/2 e-~(1- No
z
: z2 ) Q (_ V2xy )(FA)

/No(No+x 2)

For Xi E {-I, +1}, Pl'lx (Yl IX =xd > PYIX (Y2 I X = X2) is equivalent to, from

Equation FA,

Q (
V2XIYI) Q ( V2X 2Y2 )XlVI - > X2Y2 - ,

../No(No+1) .jNo(No+1)
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or simply, for Xi = sgn(Yi),

IYl 1>1 Y2 I . (F.6)

Note finally that Equation FA represents the density function of the sum of a Gaussian

distributed random variable and a Raleigh distributed random variable scaled by the

scalar x.
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Appendix G

Normal Approximation of

For t > 1, we observe the equivalence between the two events

{t, 11'-','1("1) < N - (i - I)} , (G.1)

where N, represents the ph noise value before ordering. We define the normalized

random variable
1 N

ZN = - IN ~ l[2-I,I](l\'i), (G.2)
v lV 3=1

with mean E[ZN] = -v'No(t) and variance qZN
2 = o.(t)(l - o.(t)) < 1, where o.(t)

= Q(2 - t) -Q(t) ~ Q(2 - t) for t > 1. For a particular value t > 1 and N

large enough, the central limit theorem allows to approximate the distribution of ZN

by the distribution of a normal random variable 1] (-v'No.(t),o.(t)(l- o(t))) with

mean E[ZN] and variance qz/ [51]. Also, since the random variable l[2-1,lj(l\'i) has

finite third moment, a theorem due to Esseen and Berry ensures a convergence at an

O(N-l/2) speed [52, p.201]. Therefore

{
N - i}

ZN> - v'N

{
." (0,1) > -(N - i) +No.(t)}

JN 0.( t)( 1 - 0.(t))
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{
0 1) it - N(l - o(t))t }

1](, > ,jNo(t)(l _ O(t))t2

{ (
N (l - o(t))t Na(t)(l - o(t))t2

) }
1] . , '2 > t .

~ Z
(G.3)

However, we seek a solution independent of t. From Equation G.3, the equivalence

(GA)

is obtained for to = E[Wd. This implies N/i (1 - oCto)) = 1, or equivalently,

(G.5)

For t > 1, oCt) = u is bijective, so that a-leu) = t is uniquely defined, Also, for

i,# N, Equation G.5 is well approximated by to~ 2 - Q-I (1 - f:t).
Using the equivalence between the events {1](m, 002) > t} and {1](0, 1) > -anfa + t/u}

and rewriting, for J( > 0,

i - N(l - oCt)) J( !(to+i - N(l - aCt))

,jNa(t)(l - aCt)) = - JNo(t)(l - aCt)) to+ ,jNo(t)(1 _ oCt)) t t,

we identify,

K = i - N (1 - o(t)) ,
t - to

which implies

u 2(t ) = No(tH1 - o(t))(t - to)2
(i - N(l - O(t)))2

Applying twice L'Hospital's rule to Equation G.9, we obtain

i( N - i) (( 2/ 2/ )-200- ,2 = lim u 2(t) = 1rN, e" 10-2) No +e-Io No •
W, 1-10 0 N2

(G.6)

(G.7)

(G.B)

(G.9)

Equation G.9 shows that U W,2 is maximum for i = N/2 and decreases monotonically

to 0 when i tends to either 0 or N. Therefore, we expect the convergence in distri

bution to be worst at the extremes (and particularly for i = N) and to improve as i
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becomes closer to N/2. We verified experimentally that both Equations G.5 and G.g

closely match the experimental results, and that the matching improves as i tends to

N /2, for N large enough.
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